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. Introdttction

'Donald B. McIntyre
Geology Depirtment

Pomona College,
Claremont, California

. !

f
4.

Iverson notation was'intr,pduced at Pomona. College in 1964 when the "Formal
Desepiption of System/360" was published in the IBM "Systems journal", Vol. 3,
#2-3..Pombna, a liberal arts undergraduate college with 1300 students, ordered a
360/40 on -April 71964, and 'one of the first System 360's shipped by IBM was
delivered in September., 196. It had only 16K memory, and it had no console
typewriter. The modern concept of a J`System" was not recognized; all programming
was in Basic Assembler (which required the card deck to.be passed twice through the
reader/punch), and'the supposedly privileged instructions (such as LPSW) were freely
available to any programmer.

i,
, . .

The long-term advantage tolne of so primitive and small a system was that it prepare4
I me for the' "Formal Description". If I had had a fully operational system, I would

doubtles's never have seen the IBM "Systems Journal", and would have remained in
ignorance of Iverson'S work. It was also fortunate that Chapter 2' of, Iverson's ."A

, Prograniming Language" used the IBM 7400 as the example of microcoding, b&ause
I was familiar with that.,machine through access to tvestern Data Processing Center

' on the I.J.C.L.A. campus. When I discovered the "Formal Description", and through
it Iverson's book, I became greatly interested 471 the fact that a language had been
developed that permitted the description of sb complex a machine as a 360 computer.
The intellectual potential of such a tool struck me as enormous and completelytin the
tradition' of the historical dev'elopment of mathematics. Quite apart from its Obviou
practical value, I Was persuaded of its vital importance to the subject matter that
the core of liberal arts studies.

. .,
, 4t1though I -had 'taught informal classes in Assembler and FORTRAN, I taught the

first class for credit in computer science at Pomona in the aeademic year 1968-69. A
feature of the class was a study of the comparative anatomy of computers, with special .
emphasis on the architecture of System/360 and its relationship to, the structure of the

'IBM machines that preceded it. Iverson notation was used in ,the class, and students
were enbouraged to write formal descriptions of machines that tiley design& themselves.
While I was teaching this class, I discovered to my delight that Iverson notation had
been implemented as the language called APL.

l4

Because no terminais were attached to our 360, ye had to be content to use APL as
' a- tool of thought, and' this turned out to be very much to my advantage in appreciating
' its value. However, through the courtesy of our local IBM representatives, I was able

to make some use of APL at the Thomas J, Watson Research Center. Yorktown
1 It 4
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, Heights, by means of terminals in'IBM's Riverside office, California. On weekends
and at night, sbnle of my students weee le to recast their Iverson notation into APL

, that they could execute on the co i.rat Yorktown Heights. The success of the class
red me to attend the APL Users Conference ("The March on Armonk") at S.U.N.Y.
ginghtraton in July 1969, and I was fOrtunate also in being able to visit the APL group
at YOrktow'n Heights.

I
. -- .

. t .
From that time I worked to achieve an APL sysfm for Pomona College, but this wasanot easy to,accornplish. Althoingcl the 'configuration of nur 360 grew, the administrative
work on it'also increased. It was neVer possible to attach terminals:iand for many years
we had access to APL only throughlthe kindness of friends, until the college was able
to lease a small number of ports on a DEC-10 owned by the other colleges in the
Claremcint cluster. During these years I did not teach the "Introdnction to Computing", . .

again, but ,on one occasion thrCollege was fortunate in having Dr. W. J.*Bergquist,
of IBM, teith the cOurse..In the meAntime,I continued to use APL in my own work,,
and notably. in my class in' elementary crystallography, which is taken by all students
.wha major, in geology. .

4

I was, privileged also to spend the iurnmer ctf f971, at the invitation of Dr. Iverson,
with the .At'L group,' which was then under the management of Adin Falkoff it the
I tetif Scientific Center in Philadelphia.

1

.* .

In 1975, the Geology Department acquired the,second 5100 desk-top computer shipped -. ,

to alcustomer, by IBM. 'Equipped. with 4 video-monitors, the 5100 let- me tre APL.
in the classroom. Enormous progress-resulted from the fact that students colild get free
use of APL 24 hours a day, and several develcrped into highly skilled usèçs. Moreove,r

, other departments began tb use the 5100 in teology, and this machine is followed
by a second 5100, in the Physics Departmer(, and later by 5110's in Botany and
Mathematics'. All' of these were used almost entirely as API, machines. 1
In 1977-78, through .a grant from the Mellon Founda,tion for Faculty Development,

.and with the cooperatiNof the IBM gorporatioh, the College was able to have Dr.
Dun L. -Drth teach courses both4or faculty and students: ,This did much' to lay the

'. foundation at Pomona for a major hdvance in the' appreciation of APL as an extremely
important tool of tbotzght.

h

1 i -4 \
On January 30, 1979, Pomona College ordered an ,IBM 4341, and an IBM 4331 was
installed as an Viterim processor in May, 1979. This-was the, second 4300 System
shipped 'to a cUstomer. By ?this time it was generally, understood on the campus that
a good implementation bf APL was essential, arld this played a major role in Our

ecision to purthase IBM equianent. During the first semester of 1979-80 we had
-limited access to VS API, under CMS through IBM 3277 terminals, which have since

een replaced bx 327ei'. The Introductory, Chemistry classc, with about 150 students
hich is a very large "nuinber for any class in Claremont), and soi sm.Jler classes

in other departments, immediately ber ysiing APL on the 4331.. During t second
semester the ABL Extended iEditor was nstalled and 30, terminals were available to
users. The ,,hugiber of active users rose to abbut 560. In addition to servicing the
Academic users, the, 4331 continues to do most of the administrative cornputing for all
the Claremont colleges formerly -dre by the 360/40. The administrative work is run
as a virtual machine under the unsupported DOS-26 operating system, and there are,
(If course, times when- the rrichine is overloaded.

Pomona College is a small liberal arts cadege with an exceptionally diverse curriculum,
intluding Astronomy, Botany, and Geology. There are, however, no departments of

4
0
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engineering Or co-mputer science. Students, Who wish td do so are able to enrpll tin
courses at our close neighbor, Harvey Mudd College, an undergraduate college strong
in science ansil engineering. Harvey Mudd offers courses.in computer science, but these
have emphasized structured programming, notably.ALGot and PASO*, in 'contrast
to .APL.

Because I had successfully demonstrated to colleagues in disciplines 'ranging frill)
Economics to Chemistry that many practical problems can be solved remarkably easily t
be means of APL. I was asked to teach an "Introduction to gomputing" in'the second 1-
semester of 1979=80. The enrollment was about 140, making it'one of the largest classes .
on the campus. Twenty-five different majors were represented by the students enrolled,
and faculty members from such diverse areas as. Biology, Geology, Art, Frencb, ands,
Physical Education audited the dass. The impact of this class was sufficient to danand
a two-week summer class in APL for faculty members, and it is probably safe to say.,

, that A PL, using Direct Definition. is reognized as the principal languagel for
)computing at Pomona College.

The or1gin41 System 360 40 was gien to Pomona by Mr Frank Ror.Seiiver of V)s
Angeles. and the further generosit, of the Foundation he created Made it possible Mr
the College to purchase the 3100 computers, the 4331 (soon to be'replaced by the 4341) ,
and all the peripheral equipment Without this support, it would, of course. have betn
impossible for Pomona to provide the equipment needed for quality instruction.t.

"Introduction to. Computing": A ,Semester Course

I offered the course in 1979-80 to all interested student's, without pre-requisites of any
kind. The number of senior students who egrolled would have Stade a dais of
substantial size at Pomona, but had the class, been restricted to seniors', no progress
would' have been made towards alleviating the problem. in 4kuure years. Now that...ally
students. have had an opportunity to take the class, I intend to restrict enrollment and
give preference to freshmen and sophomores.

Including auditors, nearly 160 people took the class, and the size r ired our meeting

t

t.

in a large lecture room in which it was impossible to use video_moitrS< Had the room
,been smaller I would have used monitors attached- to a 5100, çjause we lack the

equipmerit needed to display the screen of a 3278 termin,11.4.6'a grdip. ,The,class met
,

for two 80 minute periods each week. In addition to teaching this class, I laught.classes
in geology and performed administrative duties for the Geology Department and the .
Computer Center as best I could.

r

The concept of IBM 3278 terminals is to peovide clusters that share a printer, and .the largest of oUr clusters c nsists of 11 terminals in, n rather. small room in the
Mathematics Depaiiment. I co'44 not schedule the use 6f this room,, and my students ,4 , . .
,had to compete with others for t use of the terminals. I had The help -of only drier,.

_ sassistant, Jeff Siegel, who was a senior premedical student and, greatly interested
the power and proper use of APL. At night he monitored the cluster of 11 terminal$,
giving help to any students who needed it, while I bravelled round ihe pther clusters: k

like a doctor making the rounds of the wards. In the future I hope to beAle tp schedule
the students' time on the terminals, in the way that laboratory >pk is scheduled in i
the Chemistry Department, I would then restrict enrollment based.on the number of

J 1,laboratory sessions that can be staffed and the number of terminals available. Students
who have already taken the cou?se should be able to act as assistants in the future.

,
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Because there were so me people on campus who were not persuaded of the ut4y of
APL, I considered the course to be, as its title indicated, an Introduction td Computing
inageneral, and not merely an introduction to XPL. My object was io give the students
an understanding of ihe principles of comauters and computer languages, and their
historical development, so that every .21e could judge independently about the proper
role and-usefulness of APL. It would, & course, have been impossible for me to conceal
my own judgement on this, and I did not pretend to do so.

, '
Retause we were using- VM, every student, had his ,own "Virtual Mathine'.
Conversational Monitor System (CMS) permits each 'Virtual machine to have a
'Profile' that is executed 'whenev!er the user logs on, and it would have been possible
to have given each stogent a Pr4le that would have automatically invoked the APL
system, but I chose not to do so. This meant -that the students became familiar with
the managenrent of their resources under CP (Control Prograrp) And CMS. For
exalTiple they learned hov: to define and attach additional (temporary) 'disks; how to
link to virtual disks of other users; howip write CMS EXECs (including their own
Profiles), how to use IBM's full-screen editor (EDGAR); how to rename, copy, patk,
and erase CMS files, and how to send CMS files to other users or to the line printer.
It is easy to teach this kind of information when 'the student has a terminal in front
of him, but I had to teach by remote control, and to do 3his `I wrote a manual with
the following sections:

t

41

#

.
.

1,
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t. #.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7:

8.

".

10.

CP CMS and API Three levels of operation
1V1

Interrupting your Virtual Machine
1

QUERY for information about your Virtual Machine

Copying CMS, Files from disks on other Virtual Machines

Full-screen Editing and IBM's EDGAR editor

FLIST and the management of Your resources under CM§
.

APL System Commands

IPF: IBM's full-screen Interactive Productivity Facility

Receiving and sending Mail
.

.
*

BROWSE .- ,

,

, I

14. Reading and executing FORTRAN programs

12. c*Writillg CMS E,XECs

13. Attaching additional disk drives to your Virtual Machine

14. Linking tq virtual disks on other

15. Using Program Funtion keys

l. Files' created by the FORTGI compiler

machines

6
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17 FORTRAN subroutines

18. Man4ement of XPL Workspaces.
yr,

19. APL Public Libraries

...20. Direct Definition of APL functions N

21.. Relational Data -Bases
. .

. 22. QUERY: an APL simulation of IBM's `,`QUERY-BY-EXAMPLE"
...

23. Curve fitting (regression) and statistics using APL

p.

24. -Using Arrays in AFL: an exatnple dom Economics .

25. Logic: API'. implementation of the work of ,Boole and Jevons

',Moir Programming in AFL

27, Introduction to plotting, using Tektronix '61 display and IBM's APE Graphpak

28. Data Bases 1ritb multiple-line entries, using APL

29. Storage of Floating-Point Numbers in the 4300

30. Introduction to Assembler Language

31. Introduction to the use of 'a 'memory dump"

I asked each student in. the class to attempt a project that would illustrate_ the
application of computing to some area of personal interest. I particularly encouragbd
students to consult faculty members in their major fields, so that the projects would
be as useful as possible in their academie programs. Several chose applications 'that
rOated to their employment in college activities, such as the Student Union, the
Admissions Offixe, the Development Offiee,..and so on. A few concentrated on games.
There were' many projects dealing with statisti applied to psychology, government,
and biology. Mathematks students. develo unctions for operations research and 4
linear programming, and some created systems to differentiate and analyze given
functions (see J.W.-Rergquist, 1974). An interesting study of combinatorics made good'
use of recursive functions. ,

. .

Many social scientists are highly deptdent on a large black box, cletl Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences ISPSS),'and several students successfully wrote APL *
functirs that produce results identical to the output- from SPSS. ..

The diversity was very great. Two students, impressed with the formal description of
System/360, did a good job of simulating a 6800 micropi.ocessor in APL. Another did
an analysis of the practical question as to whether she should buy a new car, and if
so, what kind. One biologist, who was using radio-transmitters on coyotes in the
mounta'ns, had the .1)100 drive a Tektronix 4662 plotter to show on a contoufed map
the tracks of the _animals by day and by night, and determine the -statiseks of their
movements. Another 5nalyzed tide tables to determine the length of time that the
-animals in the tide pools were below"' sea level. A French major used five-dimensional \

tits'
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arrays to manipulate Frehch verbs: And a geology student used eigenvalues to
determine the fold axis in deformed:1.4s. Models in'Economics were popular, and
metho'cis of text analysis were applied to English proseind to genetics.

After seeing a demcnstration of IBM's "Query-by-Example", I simulated QBE in
APL, largely in Direct 'Definition. rmade the workspace available to the students, it:id
in class IDdiscussed how I had approached the problem. A large number of students
took this as a moallk and created their own systems implementing simple b%4_ practical,
examples of relational data bases. An Art major piepared a system to catalog art slides,

an ant*pologist analyzed the distribution of cave art, a MUsic major simulated the
R.I.L.M. bibliographic music data base, and an Asian Stddies major created a complete

interacti,ve catalog of' all known translations of Kkeuki playk which the faculty
members in that field judge to be an important contribution.

Even those who did not complete a noteWorthy project found the attempt to apply -their
Computing knowledge fo be a valuable experience.
b

Faculty Seminar in Computing

In June 1.980, after the end of the second semesier of ,the acadfmic year, I taught a
seminar for. 12 of_m)? colleagues, whOse fields were. Chemistry*conomics, Government,
Mathematics, philosophy, Sociology, and Zoology. The number of participants was
limited to the number of terminals we could arrange to have in one room, for the reason
that I wished each person to be at a terminaLthe entire time of the seminar. We worked
intensively from 8:30 a.m. to 5400 p.m. eVery day for two weeks. This was a very
interesting experience. It involved total immersion in APL, and in my opinion the

:length,of the seminar was just right. After 35 days most people find that ihey.are
becoming lost. They have learned much, but the pacts are not yet Seen as making a
whole. As ate second week progresses, it is obvious that comprehension (in the literal
sense) is taked place rapidly; the mechanics of the operations cease to dominate, and
attention can be given to topick.of intellectual interest.

Although the group learned how to use the power of CMS, even taming how to
manipulate real tapes, there was a clear emphasis On APL. Probably all who
participated did so because they had heard of API; and, wished to learn about it for
themselves. Because they constantly learned by doing they covered the more mechanical
and machine-oriented material quickly, and tl4s gave maximum ,time for ihstruction
on the proper use of APL.

,

Many of the participants were from the Social SCiences, and I therefore covered two ,

topics that I had not been able to include in the semester course: namely, the use of
Shared Variables to access data in CMS files not created by APL, for example by

EDGAR; and the use of IBM's 124X auxiliary processor for creating full-screens
under the control of APL functions.

The faculty members Who were in the seminar are busy people, and it seemed desirable
to cover as mueh material as-possible in the limited times knowing that they could get
the experience of practice later, on their owl. I believed it was important that they
ended the two weeks plith the feeling /hat they had accomplished a lot, and that in
dealing with students and colleagup in the future, they would be confident in knowing
that although they might not remember exactly how to performsome ti-sk, they would
remember that they had actually done it. In this way the fear aria-mys'tery associated
with the jargon and the symbols was effectively dispelled.

1
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Principles Use.t ih APL Instruction. . 4

I 'always begin bY showing that APL is immediately. useful, for t xample, by using
+11 2 3 4 5 6 to add up a string of numbers. 'After two or three class meetings, ,

when he students had had time to see how,easily ihey could achieve results with APL,
I wa asked "when will we start.,writing programs?",'or,in other words, "when will
thi startIto hurt?" I decided then.that it was worth taking time to let the students
le= enough FORTfAN to wriie siniple programs and subroutines. This ensures an
understand.ing of thi fact that there are..different kinds of programming languages.
Before I had finished. With this exercise, several students asked the why we were
Wasting.,time on FORTRAN when it was so easy to achiere the same results in APL,
I explained.that there are th6se who claim that APL is inefficient in comparison to
a compiledllanguage, suCh as FORTRAN; and I directed them to.colleagues who hold
this view. The result was remarkable. The students asked whether the object was to
save iheir effor.t or air effort of the machine! In view of the obvious decrease in cost
in hardware, und the simultaneous, increase in the Cost of getting qualified people, thci
argument abOut supposed efficiency was not, found to be very convincing. This was even
more the case afier we had.discussed thei"efficiency"..of the FORTRAN program thal
we had written to do sorting. An important lesson learned was that inefficient programs
can be written in ariy- language, and that the efficiency of the interpreterikor.compiler
might be taken into account also,.

As the course continue; I try constantly to make-what we are doing appearrawiously
practical. I do this by taking examples that I know to be relevant to fields represented
by members of the class. ifOut I also emphasize the evolution of mathematical thought
and notatio through time, demonstrating that APL today is a continuation of the
tradition ref:A-es ted by such. men as Napier, Oughtted, Leibniz, Euler, Boole,- Jevons,

'De Morgan, .0 ley, Sylvester, Peano,'and many more of the intellectual giants of past
centuries. For example,,we see how Iverson extended De Morgan's Law and why these
are useful; how compression implements Boole's selection fyction; hop the inner
proauct of APL enormously extends-the power of t& matrix..multiplication of Cayley;
and how APL helps the non-mathematician to under.staucl..41 use concepts such as
zero, emptiness, an recursion.

Index Origin 4

The 'discovery of zetowas one clf the triumphs of human intellect. But, even today,
many people, even mathematicians, seem not to have fully aocepted zero into their
thinking. Although my students were, of course, free to work in either origin, every
expression that I shared with the class was written in Origin Zero. Xo .*IN is the
obvious way to vrierate the powers of X for polynomials and regression, and the first
(leading) powstis 0. The word "first" is, perhaps, the greatest stumbling block in the
general acceptance of origin zero, but nearly all students chose to work in origin zero
when they realized that graphs are normally drawn so that the axes ate labelled
starting at 0, and when they saw such commonly occurring expressions *as:

1M

AIR]

to generate M integerst starting with N

where B is logical (Boolean); i.e., O's or l's.
Thi is an expression usefullor pictor al
output, as in

t'IN
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(pM)T(V=1/V)/toV4-,M

*1[9(tr/V)0.1/4-3 2 1 0 2 4 6]

which gives the-indexerrof alloccurrrices of the
largest value in the matrix M

Right-I o-Left Execution

Not_ a single student as much asemarked about the right-toCleft order of execution. At the
outset I siMply said that, as in t1 expression log sin square-root X-, every functi(on in APL

'takes as its right argument everything to its right, unless parentheses change the order. I

pointed out that this was the normal order in mathematics beyond the most elementary level,
for exaMple in ?sequence of rotation matrices, and that it leads to expressions that use the
minimum of parentheses. I stressed,that it is never necessary to end.an expression with a right
parenthesis, or to use two adjacent right parentheses within any expression.

r

The non-commutative functions minus and divide, which may require parentheses if the left
argument i composite, can often be converted into the related commutative functions plus and
multiply, with the elimination of parentheses:

_(AFB)-1 4-* 1+AFB
(14FB)+10 4-0 .1xAFB 1 ,

. Moreover, this brings out the analogy betweh the negative sign. and the decimal point aS plil
of the name of a number.. .4,

When these simplifications are ignored, there is ground for questioning whether the concepts
of negative and fractional numbers',have been understood.

Although expressions can be EXECUTED only from right-to-left, it is good to adopt 'the
practice of READING expqssions from left-to-right and well as from right,ro-left. For this
reason (as originally.pointed out to me by Larry Breed) no variable should be specified more
than once in one expression.

I asked my students to be conscious of the style of their APL, just as they shoultebe of their
English composition. As with English,, it is important to study good examples. The publications
of the APL Press were pointed out aS containing admirable niodelst

Direct Definition

The word "functi was first used in the modern sense by Leibniz and Bernoulti before 1700.
They wrote in L in and simply used the word meaning "perfdm". A function performs the"
task of combinix its arguments together in some specIfied (forrnal) way. If the arguments are
thought of as n uns, then the function is an imperative verb.

In 1753, Euler used the notation cf:: (x,t) for a function 4:1 whose arguments are x and t, and'
in 1754 he wrote the analog s pOlitia.f:(a,n) for the function f of a and n.

K.E. Iverson, the principal inventor of APL, introduced a variant of Euler's notatioh in 1976
in his book "Elementary Analysis". Like Euler, Iverson began by writing the name of the
function separated from what followed by a colon. Whereas Euler simply named the arguments
(separated by commas and enclosed in parentheses), Iverson Wrote the APL expression that
constitutes the formal definition of the function. "A formal definition is one which can be



interpreted by a mechanical application of known rules, requiring no::jtidgemint or subtle
interpretation" (Iverson, 1976, p. 16).

Following the conventions of elementary mathematics (illustrated in the examples -X, 2+3,
2-3, 2x3, and.2i3), Ive Non permitted definition of functions with either one or two arguments,
one on ihe right and, if necessary, one pn the left of the function name. To distinguish between
these within the formal definition, he used the symbol a to stand for the left argument (if any),.
and w to stand for the right argument. These ar.e "dummy" arguments or "place-holders", for
which actual values are substituted when execution takes place.

Thus, we can define the finction YF as. follows.
4

IT:(W0.*Ipa)+.xa

J

where a is a vector of length 2 whose elements* are the y-intercept and the slop a straight
line, and where w _is a vector (or scalar) of values of x.

Then YF is.the function that gives the alues of y corresponding to the values of x denoted
by 0.1., for.ekamplt,

'?5 2 YF 1 2 3 5

gives the values of y corresponding to the values 1 2 3 4 5 for x when the y-intercept is .5
arid the slope is 2. The colon may be read as "is", thus, F:a*w may be read as "F IS a raised
to the poser

Iverson extended this notation to permit tlefinition of tecursive functions; i.e., functions that
are defined in terms of themselves (Iverson, 1976, Chapter 10). The recursive definition of a
factOrial requires the following three-pieces of information:

A primary expression: wxFAC w-1
A proposition: 6)=.0
A secondary expression: 1

In a formal defini thes three items are presented in order, with colons vparating them;
thus

FAC:wxFACw-1:w=0:1

FAC
24

You can read the formal definitions as: "The FACtorical /S w times the factorial of w-1,
UNLESS (4=0, IN WHICH CASE it is 1".

A proposition is an expression that yields either 0 (meaning false) or 1 (meaning true). When
thery are three colons, the pi-oposition is executed first; the primary expression is executed if
the bropoiition yields 0, and the secondary expression is executed if the proposition yields. 1.

Ixerson's aw method of function definition is called "Direct Definition". In order to implement
it on a computer, it is necessary to provide a compiler that can. take the character string giving
the formal definition and convert it into executable code. I.P. Sharp's-system can detect function
definition from its upique syntax (the -name being followed b'y colon) and does the conversion'
in a manner transparent to the user.
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Direct Definition enforces a discipline that makes it far easier to write good APL. It is also
a natural way to teach, because functions are introduced (on the blackboard or on, the terminal)
as the subject requires them and without digressions. Any expression 3Iready developed is
simply given a name anti used. Documentation is straightforward, because every distinct concept
is a one-line function with no side effects, i.e., without pretending to do tone thing but doing
another. If the functions have been well chosen and well named, it is easy to state wh-at -each
does. Interactive documentation with ippropriate data can illuminate the individual functions
and illustrate typical ways in which the functfons interact as a system.

As Paul Berry has sa'id (Berry, 'et al.; 1971), "When APL functions are executed at an APL
sysfem, the user should have to state mathematical kernel of his function, ,and nothing more".
Direct, Definition permits just that*. Nothing 'superfluous is required. I believe that the use of
Direct Definition is alki consistent with the exhortation of John Backus, in his Turing,Award
Lecture, that the uset should function as much as potsible in,the world of expressions rather
than in the world of control statements.

Throughout both my semester course and my two-week seminar, I used only Direct Definition
of functions. The only exceptions were when I needed "house-keeping" functions, for example
to handle shared variables or to firovide annotated output. Despitt my example and admonition,
.several stalents "discovered" that the del (G) form of function definition permitted them to
write multi-line -programs filled with loops arid branches. Although I. had never once spoken
about branching, students who already knew something abbut languages such as BASIC seemed
to have a serious disadvantage ,in being almost incapable of escaping from the intellectual
tyranny of "word-at-a-time processing" and the consequent superstructure of control state-
ments. In an attempt to combat this unfortunate tenclency,I played the tape of John BackUs'
Turing Award ,Lecture, in which he says that this style of programming has held up progress
for 20 years. My experience persuades me that ,the widesprsad use of BASIC on home-
computers is a dangerous threat to the intellectual development of many bright -people.

Familiarity with All Primatx Functions

I t'ry to let my students share the intellectual pleasure of seeing the surprising and diverse uses
of suchfunctions as .i. and T. I want them to feel at home with expressions like 0.i.V (for the
scalar representation of the last element of the numeric vector V), or M.1.1 (for l plus the number
of ls before the first 0, reading the rows of the logical matrix M from-right to left). On the
first encounter with such expressions, they may appear awkward and unnecessarily subtle, but
thins because of unfamiliarity with the primary functions. Like any,,other new concept, once
the strangeness of novelty Wears away, these functions can become very natural as well as useful
intellectual tools.

As an example of how the decode, or base-value, function (.1.) can be introduced and made
.4 familiar, consider the following:

"It is easy to understand how the vector 1 9 8 4 is reduced to a scalar by the function .i. using
the 'base 10

1011 9 8 4
1984

. -
Now create a function that provides a formal definition of what we have just performed, and
we see that although we commonly write a sequence of numbers from left to right, we write

) the digits of a single number so that they increase in value from right to left; thus, the vector
42

1_2
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:111

.

4
resulthig, from /he function I must be rotated before
weights:

BASE:w+.X$A*ipw

t 9 8 4

irl) BASE V
1g84

t

it can be tied to generate the needed

4.

/.

The function, BAE will always give a sclIar result, and Its left argument can tie 9:

0 BASE

Oil 9 4

That the restilts is a scalar can best be dentonstrated by:

. o

a

ppO.LV

fit.ccnitrast, t,he rtsult of take. (+) is always a vector:

4.
k pp 1tV a

NS. 1 -i
%. '. ., .,

Aow consider the treatment of a polYnomial such as:

'a + bX + .cx2 -t'dx3 ,

,

In -the firAteplace we can rkrite -this 'as:

a
1
xl

A.
+

0 + a
3
x
3

. .-

so that the pattern is more evident by having a uniform and consistent treatment of all terms.
We have made it obvious that there are only two arguments: a, vector of codficients and a

:scalar, X. The first term is brought into conformity with the pattern of the others, once we
aassimilate zero into our thinkink. Moreover, we find that many disciplines, suclr as Economics,

already use the pbscript 0 for the first term. Thtis origin zero is in fact- in common use, though-.;
not always recognized!' I encourage my students to be consistent in their use of origin zero. ,

. 4,

44,

If we take .the following valuts for the coefficiepts and the scalar:

C-E-1.5 2 3 0.6
X4.12.5/-

7 the polynomial can be wKitten in APL thus:

C[0] + (C[1]xX) +,(C[2]xX*2) + C[3])<X*3
4.4375*

13

t 4)
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l'
:This is a direct traftslation'of the algebra inw APL. We can improve t by rewriting so that
the parentheses- ar$, riot needed:

C(0]+Xxa1+AICT2)+XxC[3]
4:4375

But notice that although the coefficients exist as an array, we refer to th* and use them,
in" both sxpress'ions, as individual scalars. In order to take advantage of the (fact that C is an
array, and that, the vector of powers to Aich X is raised is-itself a function:of C , we write:

. 04k..

_ +/CxX* 1. pC . ,,,,,,4,.--4.,-, ..

4.437
.

4.
-

Now, whenever we see the expression + / AxB, we should consider whefher this can be rewritten \
as A+ .xB. .in this case, as so often happen have a sum of products, and the necessary
compibility eitables us to write: ( t\ . .

C+ . xX* 1 pC_
4.4375 j

.., We can ,therefore .Use the function 8ASE to achieve the same result:

X BASE (XI
-4.4375

Or, what is the satne thing:

XDOC_
k 4.4375

It should be noted tha ecause C is a vector (ppC 4-4-1), its leading.axis is also its last, and
hence 4:1)C se.

4.

,W e have looked a the case where the X of the polynomial is a
then the polynom'al must be evaluated for each value tof X:

POLY:(a0.*lpw)4..xw,

.X4-2.5 3.5

.X POLY C
A 9

4.4375 6,8125,

A-1

scalar, but if X: is a vector,

If we use the base function to achieve the same result, X must be a matrix. If it were a vector,
its elements would be used together (like 24 60 hours and minutes) instead of separately.

(X0.+(pC)p0)14C
4.4375 6.8125 1

Or, as we will see is still better, (X..+(pC)p0)..eC .

Now suppose that several polynoniia,ls are to bp evaluated, eath with it4 own set of coefficients:

14
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C4-C,[:532 1.3

02,&C.

2

2 1.3
3 1.5

0.5 0.25

- In conformity with the rules for matrix multiplication, where the rows of the left argument
are combined,with the columns of the right argument, the coefficients of the individual polyno-

. mials must, k columns. Now that *the C. is a matrix, 4)C Iwould simply change the order in
:.vhich the polynomials are giyen rotating about the last axi's. As long as C was a vector
it had only one axis, but now there are two, and to change the order of the terms within each
polynomial, we must rotate about the leading axis, C. --

U0 .+(1tpC)p())1GC Li
'4.4375 -0.21875
6.8125 1.1063

Each i:olynomial is' evaluated for each term in X.

To see how the BASE' funetion must be modified to produce the same result, we can pr oreed
as follows:

BASE1:((14.0x.voc,),i )1- .xo,
pr caw where a is vector

I.
Or rearianging to eliminate unneeded Parentheses:

BASE2:(14.4)1,x\4)c0+ .>o

24 60 60 BASE:2 1 2 3 The number of seconds in
3723 1 hour, 2 minUtis, and '3 seconds

- If a is a matrix and (.0 is a scalar, vector, or matrix:

BASE3:(0 141,x\4le)+.xw

If A and B are specified as' matices, as. follows:.

A

24 .60 60-

1760 3 12

a.
Hours, minutes, seconds
Yards, feet, inches

, B -
1 4

,

2 5 "
3 6

.4 BASE3 B
3723 14706

63 210

A.LB

3723 14706
63 210
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The function BASE3 will work if-a is a matrix, but not If a isa vector. To aiIow for this,
, we define: T

BASE44((ppa)+1)4411,x\4a)+.xco lip--.,...,

Or the Clumsier, but for some students more easily understood, form:

BASE5:((((-14.pp(a.)p0),1)4.01,x\Oa)+.xw

24 60 60 BASE4 B
.3723 14706

But now this will not work if a is a scalar. A simple way out of the difficulty is to decide
which algorithm is appropriate by using the so-called "recursive" kiln, even although theo
function is not itself recursive:

B4SE6;aBASE4w:O=ppa:(a1411tpw)+.x41

A BASE6s B

3723 14706-

63 .210

10 BASE6 B
123 456 4

4111.

If 'both a and co are scalars, then the re-s-v--1171;""tir (weighting factor crf 1):

4SE7:aBASE6w:0A.=(ppa)Oow:1xw

After exploring tile base function 4. in this way, the student should have no difficulty, in
understanding why 011 2 3 4 1s the scalar 4, or why 1 0 1 111 4-0 3. -It should also'The
clear why the following function' will right adjust a character rhatrix:

rA-RAJ:(1-(w=")11)0w

and why the f011owing will give the vector of indexes that will alphabetize a character matrix
provided that olpco is not too large:

AART:4(p[JAV)APAV1co.

Roy Sykes (1978) has given the follOWing.good example of 1.

SPS:(,a)[(pa/i(101ppOW]
A Scattered-Point Selection from array a by indices co

To illustrate the utility of T we might introduce a function that, will rmd the indexes of all
occurrences of co iii a matrix a:

IXMI(pa)7(V=w)/1pV+.,a

Those who began by thinking that because base 10 'had been good enough for their fathers
it sliould be good enough for thdn, are often excited to discover that there are many ways in
which J. and T can accomOish yew practical tasks. They are then ready to read the sectioni
on Decode and Encode in Falkoff and Orth (1979, p. 435-436).

1 6
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It was interesting that, after conducting this exploration in /he faculty seminar, a zoologist
realized ahat in.his work'with tide tables he convert§ ittatricel oT times in days, hours, minutes
into v;.ectors of ,minutes, to .learn how long the tidepools are submerged over a given period.
He saw Oat he could get his result using the function 1 with the left argument 0 24 60,
and with the right .argument a matrix whose rowstte days, hours, minutes, and whose columas
are pointi in time.

We.have t ,ken the decode function as an example, because it is often not well understood by
beginners, Eltit every primary function deserves similar stiicly.

Using Arys jn APL

"It is the constat aim of the mathematicin to re.cliice all hig expression; to their lowest terms,
to retrench every \superfluous word and phrase, and to condense the Maximum of meaning
into the Miniinum\ of lianguage." (1877)

"A matrix of quadre form' .. emerges ,.. in a.glorified shape as an organism composed
of discrete parts, but `having an essential and undivisible unity ,as a whole of its own. The
conception of multiple\ quantity thus rises upon the field 4f vision. [Matrix) ... dropped its
provisional mantle, its aspect as a mere schema, and stood revealed as 69,na-fide multiple
quantity subject to all the affections and lending itsey to all the orerationsZi ordinary numeri-

. cal quantity. ... The'Apotheosis bf Algebraieal Quantky." (1884)

These quotations; .taken from the writings of James. Joseph Sylvester (1814-1897), the self-
styled Matl-iematical Adana., who introduced the term Matrix in 1850, sumrnar4 for me much
of the spirit of APL, Ind testify to the importance of APL in the development ot mathematics.

a

4

When APL is well written, it takes full-advantage of,the algebra of multiple quantity,
and would surely have greatly please Sylvester. When FORTRAN employs a loop,
it is likely that this an' be avoided:in APL' by increasing the rank of a variable from
a scalar to a vector. If -FORTRAN has nested loops, APL probably increases the rank
Still further. Thus the concept of rank must be thoroughly grasped from the 'beginning,
and the student should be trained to think about the pp of his vatiables.

-

I have found it important to demonstrate how ode approaches a problem by considering
the shapes and cOmpatibilities the variables. For example, to create a histogram you
must.have two variables: theirata to be classifiedand the bounds that define the classes.
Because there is no necessary compatibility between these, an outer product is required:

.
-HIST:PWD +/(104.>0., Where ,gc gives the bounds and w the data
PWD:(14,w)--14,w Pairwise 'differences

Any function written for scalars only should be considered as a candidate tor extension
so that it can work with vectors, and possibly with matrices and higher arrays. The
person familiar with the subject matter should enquire what meaning is to be attached
to such pr9posed extensions. Scalars are simply scalars, and compatibility ifttween them
is always guaranteed, but arrays can differ in both rank and shape.

The following exampl is a function written by an economist as part of a system to
compute Double Declining Balance. The formula is cumbersome, and the "APL reflects
this; but the important point is that the function as written works only with scalars.



V 24-1? DDB1 T

Z4-((2+T)+R+2+T)1-((1-2+T)+1+R)*1T=2
V

1

The following functions, in Direct Definition, take,into Sccoum the necewary zmpati-
bilities of the arguments, and outer products are generated between the vectors of
different lengths. '

DDB2:(((pM)p2+0.0kWao.+2-4.0x0aPVAr4

PVA:1-((1-2;(4).0.:1+'c)*1-.5x(40.+(pa)p0 Present Value (part A)
A

Where compatibilities necessarily exist between vile variables, then inner products are
probably called for. Students should know.lhat

if Z4-Ao .xB

but if Z4-A+.xB

then pZ, (pA),pB

then the condition for compatibility of arrays is that
ltpA ltpB

and pZ (-14.pA),14,p,?

An interesting example of extending a function that worked only on scalars arose in
4 an ecological study. Brillouin's measure of diversity of species requires the logaritlfms

of the faclorials of large numbers. The direct APL expression for small numbers is: .

40.5

4.7875

Because this fails for large numbers, the following recursive function was defined: ,

LFA:(0(4)+LFA(4-1:(4=0:0

A Log of factorial for large scalar co

LFA 5
4.7875 A

But Brillouin's Index uses the sum of the logarithms of the factorials, and LFA only
works with scalars, hence the functions:

SLF:+/0(Vx0)/1/4-,Mx+\M4-140.>1+/(4
A Sum logs of factorials (for BDI)

BDI:((1110)-s+/41)x(SEF+/(4)-SLFw

A Brillouin's Diversity Index

SLF 5'

. 41,7875._

SLF 4 2 5
8.6587

+/:4 2 5
8.6587

1
't
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A

Taking "the da.ta from Robert W. Poole (1974, p. 390): if

V

235 218 192 87 20 11 11 8 7 4 3 242 1 1

11+-BDI V
11

3.8063 Brillouin's measure is designated H

H4010
1.653 natural bels per individual

the number of individuals is:

+1V
802

B-4-Hx+ I v

1325.7 The total information content of the coIlection, in natural bels

The following example, proposed by an economics student, illustrates the use of arrays
in defining functions for practical applications. -

The economist Paul Douglas (later U.S. senator) wanted to relate theQuantity of
output to the Capital (number of machines) and the Labor (number of workert).
Together with a mathematical colleague, Cobb, he defined an expression that ic.known
as the'Cobb-Doug7as Production function (Douglas, 1976):

Alb

where K is the Capital (pg., number of tractors),
L is the Labor (number of farm workers),

IL

and Q is the Quantity produced (e.g., amount of wheat)

L.

.#

A is a "shift paiameter'', which enables us to,change.theyvalue of Q without changing
.t-K or L. .1 , ..,

i

.
4.." .

, ,(.4
.4., di Iv.

a and 13 are numbers (usually between .25 and .75) that describe the way in whth , ,Q changes as K and L are changed. There is a special interest in the'case rtiere
a + a = 1; i.e., where "A = 1-a GI

If to is the vector a, A, K, L, then Q is given by the function

CDP:wWx(w[2]*(0[0])xw[3]*1-w[0]

For example,

CDP .3 10 2 1
12.311

However, when the economist writes the funuion as Q=f(K,L), which can be read as
"Q is a function of K and L", he shows that he thinks of K and L as being fundamentally
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ir

I

different from a andl. We n)ight therefoi.s sq. rate the "paramet&," a and A as the
.left. argument, .and let K and L together form the right argument ofct_he function.

CDPO:ct[1])%((.4034a[0])xto[1]*11a[0]

1. .3 10 CDP0'2 "1.
12.311

.5 15 CDPO 3 4,)
t.\(

But this function permits oriiy scalar valves for K and L, and we would like tO see the
effect on Q of varying K an 1 L. The function ought to accept vectors of K and L. Now
for every value of K there st.be an associated value of.L; so the right argument must
be a -matrix. Let us essuine that the columns are K and L.. Then, instead of raising
k ,and L separately to the appropriate powers, we use the dyadic * with matrix

', arguments:

CDP1:a[1.3xx/w*(paUpct[01,1-ct[0]

.3 10 CDP1 2 2 3 3,1.531 2
12.'311 20 30 36:693

.3 10 CDP1 2-,[,.5j1 2 3 4
12.311 20 26.564 32.49

3 4

1-`

4

We might mpdify 1.:.:s function so that it coi.ild accept a vector of values for A. One
way to do this is to make the econamists'ft-parameter la a global variable, A, thus
reserving the ieft argument for the "shift parameter" or "constant".

i

.

.
Whereas the left argument of the4-ivas previously a scalar, and so was automatically.,
extended .to be compatible with the vector right argument of X, the left argument is
now a vector and incompatible in length with the right argument; consequently amputee
ploducs t is needed:.

CbP2 : cto .4odt.)*(Ptd)PA
V.

.7
10 15 20 CDP2 2,E. 5117 2 3 4 5

12.311 29 26.'564 32.49 31.983
18.467 30 ' 39:846 4-8.735 56.974
24.623 40 53.128 64.98- 75.966

When we saw the expression (A*B)x(C*D) in the first form of the function, we knew
s`we could make A and C into the cOJ4lvINS of g matrix MI, and C and D into the
COLUMNS of a compatible matrix N. e thep wrote x/M*N. But this form, f/ M g N
(where f and g are scalar dyadic functions,\t/aking scalar arguments and extending to
element-by-element functions on arrays), can always be rewritten as an inner product,

f.g N; thus we have:

L)

Th



CDP3:a0.xwx.*4

At.3 .1
10.15 20 CDP3 2 ,{ .5]1. 3 4 5

12.311 20 26.564 32.49 37.983
18.467 30 39.846 48.735 56.974
24.623 40 53.12,8 64.98 75.966

This has die . advantage of automtialiy extending to a matrix* of A, whose
COLUMNS are successive pairs of ex nents. It is worth noting that the function is
unchanged if a THIRD variable is added to K and L.

A.44,[-.5]1-X4-.25 .3 5

A

0.25 0.3 0.5 '

0.75 0.7 0.5

R4-10 15 CDP3 2 ,[ .5]1. 2 3 4 5

pR
2 5 3

The result is rank 3; i.e. it has three axes for indexing. The axe§, are:

0 Lengtire 2 +-'. p10 15 the ecSomists' para eter A
1 Length 5 , 54-+ pK -4-+ pL the economists' varia es
2 Length 3 3 -4-÷ 01pA the number of 'exponent pairs

It is imporlant to be able to identify any element in R, R[1:;J;K], in relation to the
original data. The function CDP (which takes 'only scalar arguments) should be used
to check your nayigation. through the 3-dimensional array R.

.

^44
11.892'.12,311 14.142
20 20 20

27.108 26.564 24.495
33.636 '-32.49 28.284
39.764 4'7.983 31.623

17.838 18.467 21.213
30 30 30

40.662 39.84'6 36.742
50.454 48.735 42.426
59.645 56.974 47.434

The sequence of the axes is:determined by the sequence of the inner and outer proaucts
in the function CDP3, but it would probably be more convenient to rearrange the axes
so that axis 0 corresponded to the exponent pairs, axis 1 to the shift parameter A, and
axis 2 to the successive pairs of values of K and L. This is done by the dyadic trans-
pose. To understand this, consider that the transpose of a . matrix is the result of
interchanging the rows and columns; i.e. the result of taking axis 1 as the leading axis
and axis 0 as the last axis.

The monadic transpose of a 2-dimensional array (i.e. of a matrix) is merely a special
case of the general (dyadic) transpose of ANY array. However, because a vector has
only one axis, V +-). kV, and-a scalar hai NO axes to be permuted.

2
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44.
M 0 1 M

1 0,0 M

Consequently, we can rearrange the axes of R in dais way:
N

9442 OOR
PQ

3 2 5

11.892 20 27.108 33.636 39.764
17.838 30 40.662 50.454 59.645

-$12.311 20 26.564 32.49 37.983
18.467 30 39.846 48.735 56.974

14.142 20 24.495 28.28431.623
21.213 30 36.742 42.426)47.434

A

In order to explore the Aperties ot the Cobb-Douglas Production function, ii might
be useful to provide more structure in the variable. This can be done I.ay raising its
rank from 2 to 3i for example:

/1-4 5 2001.-W 57-1.20

0
444-10 15

4

2 1

2 2
2 t

2 4

,2 5

3 1

3 2

3 3

3 40

3 5

4 1

4 2

4 3
4 4

4 5

4

Then the produa ofthe powersis:

R4-/x.*X,[.5]1-X4-.3 .5.
pR

4 5 2 22
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R4A+.xB
awn

pR (-1ApA),14pB

The last axis of' the first argument must equal the first a'xis of the 'seCond,argument,
ant it is thele two ecgual axes that are eliminated in the inner produtt.

Thie rank is raised to 4 when we use the opter product to multiply lay the vector of
shift parameters. The new leading axis has length 3, equal to pA:

Q4A0.xR

pQ
3 4 5.2

Once again rearranging the axes, we have:

Q4-1 2 3 00Q
pQ

2 3 4 5

We therefore have 2 sets of results, corresponding to the 2 sets of exponents; each set
lleing divided into 3 groups, correspitnding to the 3 values of the shift parameter; and
each group being a 4 by 5 matrix, corresponding to that part of the structure of the
variables in array I that is not lost in the inner product.

:A

10 16.245
12.314 20,
13.904 22.587
15!157 24.623

15 2,4.368

21.577 26.39
.26.564 32.49

30 36.693
32.704 40

32.365 39.585

30.852
37.983
42.896
46.762

46.278
". 18.467 30 39.846.48.735 56.974
20.856 33.88 45 55.039 64.34
22.736'36.934 49.056 6016 70.144

20 32.49 43.153 52.78 61.703
24.623 40 63.128 64.98 75.966
27.808 45.174 60 73.385 85.792
30,314 49.246 65.408 80 93.525 .40'

10 14.142 17.321 20 22.361
14.142 20 24.495 28..284 31.623
17.321 24.495 30 34.641 38..73

20 28.284 34.641 40 44.721

15 21.213 25.981 30 33.541
21.213 30 36.742 42.426 47.434
25.981 E.742 45 51.962 58.095
30 42.426 51.962 60 67,082
Ai

. 2 3
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20 28:284 34.641 40 44.721
4t 48.99 56.569 63.246

S4.641 48.99 60 69.282 77.46
40 56.569 69.282 80 89.443

Gathering up the individual pieces, we have the following result:

1 -4-4, A/, Q = 1 2 3 0 0 411;.x/x.*A,[-.5]1-A

Values of Q can be contoured on a plot of Capital, K, against Labour, L. Different
contoured maps correspond to different values of the shift parameto, A, and a.

A-perhaps simpler example of the dyadic transpose is the case of an array A, such that ,

pA 4-+ 5 10 12. The three axes,correspond to an actount extending over 5 years, for
10 line items, and 12 months. If A is displayed, 5 tables will appear, each wifli10
rows and 12 columns.

Now suppose that we wish to have a separate table for each line item, then
B4-2 0 1, 0 A and pB 4'4' 10 12 5; i.e. there are 10 tables (one for each line item),
each with 12 rows (the months) and, 5 columns (years).

' Or we might have Chosen to create the array C-4-1 0 2 0 A, so that
pC 10 5 12; pC 10 5 12 i.e. there are 10 tables, each with 5 rows (years)
and 12 columns (months).

i

An Example of the Use of APL in Logic

The most amusing and readable book on Logic was written by Lewis Carroll, the
author of "Alice in Wonderland" and "Throu0 the Looking Glass". Although its title
is "Symbolic Logic", it has rather little to d6 with the symbolism found in modern
texts on that subject, but Carroll does use formal methods of solving syllogisms and
sorites. The original edition is rare, but a reprint by Dover Publications Inc. is readily
available.

Carroll defines a "sorites" as a set (literally a heap) of three or more propositions
related in'such a way that two of them together yield a conclusion, which, taken with
another of them, yields another conclusion;Sand so on u til all have been taken. If,the
original set is true then the last conclusion must also fte true.

One of Carrolls's examples (#47 on p. 120) is as follo

(1) Every idea of mine, that cannot be expressed as a Syllogism, is really ridiculous;
(2) None. of my ideas about Bath-buns are worth writing down;
(3) No idea of mine, that fails to come true, can be expressed as a Syllogism;
(4) I never have any really ridiculous idea, that I do not at once refer to my solicitor;
(5) My, dreams are all about Bath-buns;
(6) I never refer to any idea of mine to my solicitor, unless it is worth writing down.

The "Universe of Discourse" is ,`My ideas", and the "Dictionary of Terms" is:

1. able to be expressed as a Syllogism
2. about Bath-buns
3. coming true
4, dreams
5. really ridiculous

2,1



6. referred to my solicitor
.J. worthwriting down

Using negative numbers ti::...represent "Not", we can write the 6 bilateral propositions
in this way:

1 5
2 7
3 1

5 6
4 2'
6 7

Thus the pair -1 5.,,ca:n be read:

All my ideas that are NOT able to be expressed as a Syllogism
ee all

and the pair 2 7 can bs read:

All my ideas that are about Bath-buns
are all NOT worth writing down

This is an example where origin 14'is preferred to origin 0, because we wish to
distinguish between two related cases (true and false) by the use of 1,he sign of the
number, and we therefore canhot use 0 for one of our cases.

I-gaily ridiculous

Now if the pro osition -1 5 is true, then the proposition -5 1 must also be true.

sAll my idea t at are NOT really ridiculous
are all able to be expressed as a Syllogism

Hence every proposition can be inverted with a change of signs

inspection of the numeric table representing the six propositions shows that, with two
exceptions, each number (irrespective oft its sign) occurs exactly twice. The two excep-

.

iions are t e terms that occur in the final conclusion.

To implethenI the analysis, suppose that the propositions given above are assigned to
the variable P. Then the complete set of propositions is:

WP,CO3-4T

1 5
2 '-7
3 1

5 6
4 2
6 7 ,
5 1
7 -2
1 3

-2 r4
7 6



The beginning and end of the sequence are found by .the function:

BES: (2=+/No .=V)/A74-NUB 14-10,

A Beginning and end of sorites

NUB:((ww)=1p4.10/w

BE'S 14

3 4

The start of the sequence is given by:

STS:(4;0311tBESco

A Start for sorites

STS IM
2

M[2;0]
3 Begin with NOT coming true'

The end of the sequence is given by:

ENS : [ ; 1 ] 1 -4.BES4),

A End of sorites

ENS I M,

10
M[10;1]

4 End with NOT dreairis-

Hence -3 -4 or, alternatively, 4 3; i.e. All- my dreams conie true.

In order to move from the starting proposition the end, we can proceed.as follows:

114-MC ;01=73
U/14[;1.]1

5

6

2

v4-mE;0]=-1.

tyM[;1] .

114-44C;c) =

U/14E;1]1

U4-M[;0]=6'-

U/K;1]

114-14[;03=7

U/14[;1]

-14

U÷M[;0]=-2

Uhlk 0.3

-4 That this is the end, is shown by:

4
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M[ENS M; 1.]

114-ME ; 0]=-14.1f we proceed, the result is empty:
URIC ;1]

Consequently, we can get the sequence by recursion, stopping either when we reach
the:known end..proposition or when the result is empty:

RSR: (a, (0)[ ;43]=0.1.ct)/44;1.JRSRoi:AriO.Lct;ct
Recu rye .sOrites

,sks.w[sTslw;OJRsRw:003pA.ouNsiw$1]:13
, A Sontes

.Y
SRS_

3 5 6 7

The sequence needs to b'e obtained as a function'of P, and it must be reversed, if it
starts with a ntegative:

IXS:Z:d1tZ4-SRS&j,[O]-4w:-47
^ A Indexes & sequence of sorites

\t,
IXS ,

4 2 -7 -6 -g 3

Finally, to translat ',the result into English we need the following text data, with 'Not'
appended to the dri of each line.

DATA
able to be expressed A a SyllogismNot
about Bath-btins Not
coming true Not
dreanv Not
really ridiculous Not
referred to my solicitor Not
worth writing down Not

The function Carroll will then reorder the
inserted: '

terms,-and rot e where a NOT is to, be

CARROLL: 0
A a is text. is numeric matrix of propositions

DATA CARROLL P
dreams
about Bath-buns
Not worth writing down
Not referred to my solicitor
Not really ridiculdus
ableta-be expressed as a Syllogistn
coming true

27
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The conclusion is: All my dreams come true

Data Bases with Multiple-Line Entries
.. .

A surprising Jtumber of 'students wished to creabte a simple data base system. I had
provided a workspace with a fairly,powerful simulation of IBM's product "Query-by-
Example", and had explained the principles involved in its implementation. The stu-rdents could use this as a m , both to get vtlit-rience in using such a system and
td understand how such a s em can.be created in APL. However, L wanted them
to write their own functions. Althou-gh the lessons I learned in writing the system in
Direct Definition are ielevant to the gubject of this paper, a listing of the /unctions
is too* long to include here.

6
One of the problems encountered by students was how to handle the case where some
items consist of multiple-lines. We did not have time to implement 'a system of arrays
of arrays, but the following illustrates what might be considered to be the first step
in -dealing with the problem.

Consider the following data base:

0 0 2 2 1915
1 2 4 1 1860
2 6 3 0 1826
0 9 1 2 1912
2 10 1 0 1830
3 11 1 0 1835
2 12 0 1837
0 14 2 2 1909
2- 1-6 4 0 1820
2 20 2 1 1818

This matrix represents a bihliographic file giving Author, Title, Type of publication,
and Date. With the exception of the date, DC ;43, the numbers in any column are
pointers to supporting character arrays. DC ;03 points to a table of Authors, AU;
DC;1] points to the START of the Title in a table of Titles, TI; DC;2] gives the
number of lines to be iaken from TI, so that -1++/DC ;1 23 points to the LAST line
of each title in TI; and DC;33 points to a table of 'Types, TYPE. The supporting
character arrays (which were conseniently entered by the use of IBM's Extended APL
Editor) are the following' for this example:

AU

Shaw, G.B.
Tennyson, A:
Scott, W.
Dickens,C.

Good, King Char,les Golden Days:
A play 'for 6 characters.
Idylls of the*King: ."

A poem describing ihe Life and Times ,
of King Arthur and the Knights of

,



the Table Rodtd.
The Heart of Midlothian:
being an attempt at a Historical
Tale of the Olden Times.
Major Barbara.
The Aqtiquary.
Nicholas, Nickelby.
The Tale of Two Citim
Paris and London.
The Doctors Dilemma:
the problems of medical practice.
Waver ley:
or Tis 60 Years Since;
the story of what followed the
late attempt at Revolution.
Marmion:
being Preludyo the Battle of Flodden.

TYPE
Novel
Poem
Play

fk

The problem, of course, is tharwhereas the Author, the Type, and. the Date each take
a single line, the /rifle takes a variable number of lines. Consequently we must expand
the selected Authors by inserting blank lines to maintain compatibility with the multi-
line titles. The Type and Date must be expanded in the same way. This is complicated
by the fact that when we select from D, we rearrange the order of the Titles, and thus
change the pattern of. multi-lines. However, all the information, needed for the solution
is in D[ ;i Note that the rAstIlt` is an "Unnormalized Relation" in Relational Data
Base terminology.

The functions needed are as foilows::

A Repeated indexes

CTI : ((RIX a[ ; 2 ] )ca t pa[ ; 23 )/TI A Compress titles

EXP:-1(1)(11,tpw)E-1++\ci
it) Expansion vector needed for compltibility with cd as prescribed by a

PRINT: (11\11U[cda[ ;0];]),M, (14-(cda[;2])EXP It14-aCTIO\w/TYPE[a[ ;9] ;] ,va[ ; ,4]

,.

lni order to understand how these functions work, consider the following illustrkions:

$3,,c) 1 1

RIX 2 4 3
1 1 2 2

"Repeated indexes"

Wt-D[0]=2 Author with index 2

0 0 1 9 1 b 1 01 1

(0



D CTI W Titles of works by Autho'r 2
The Heart of Midlothian:
being an anempt at a Historical
Tale of the Olden Times.
The Antiquary.
The Tale of Two Cities:
Paris and London.
Waver ley:
or Tis 60 Years Since;
the story of what followed the
late attempt. it RevolUtion.
Marmion:
being Prelude to the Battle of Flodden.

3 1

1 0

2

0

4

1

W/D[;2]
2

114-(W/DC ;2]) EXP D CTI W

V

1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

Numbers of lines in the titles
of works by Author 2.

Expansion vector for compatibility
with the titles.,

V\AU[W/D[;0];] Expand the list of selected Authors.
Scott, W.

Saitt, W.
Scott, W.

Scott, W.

Scott, W.

1. To print the entire data base, we make the selection with a vector that is all 1 's.
The scalar I will extend as needed for compatibilitir.'

. D PRINT 1 t
Shaw, G.B. Good King Charles' Golden Days:, Ptay 1915

A play for 6 characters.'
Tennyson, A. ' Idylls of the King: ' Poem 1860

. 'A poem describing the Life and Times,
... of King Arthur and the .Knights of

t , the Table Round.
Scott, 'W. The Heart of Midlothian: Novel 1826.

being an attempt at a Historical
Tale of the Olden Times.

Shaw, G.B. . Major Barbara. Play 1912
Scott, W. The Antiquary. Novel 1830
Pickens, C. Nicholas Nickelby. Novel 1835\ Scott, W.

.til
The Tale of Two Cities: Novel 1837
Paris and London. * ,,

3 ,
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a

Shaw, G.B. The Doctors Dilemmi: Play 1909
the problems of medical practice.

Scott, W. Waverley: Novel 1820
* or Tis 60 Years Since;

. the story of, :what followed the
'late attempt at Revolution.

Scott, W. Marmion: . Poem 1818
being- Prelude to the Battle of Flodden.

2. To select all works by Scott (Author 2):

D I5RINTD[ ;0]=2
Scott, W. ,' . The Heart of Midlothiak Novel 1826

being an attempt at a Historkal
Tale of the Olden Times. ..

.

Scott, W. The. Antiquary. Novel 1830
Scott, W. The Tale of Two Cites: Novel 1837

Paris and London. ,
Scott, W. Waverley:. . Novel 1820

or Tis 60 Years Since; ..

the story of what followed the
late attempt at Revolution.

Scott, W. Marmion: Poem 1818 a
being Prelude to the Battle ot Flodden.

3. To select all works of 'poetry (Type 1):

D PRINT D[;3]=1
Idylls of the King: Poem 1860
A poem *scribing the Life and Times
of King Arthur and the Knights of
the Table Round.
Marmion: Poem 1818
tieing Prelude to the Battle of Flodden.

Tennyson, A.

Scott, W.

4. To select Plays and NoVels (Types 0 and 2) published after 1830:

D PRINT (D[;3]c0 2)AD[N>1830
-Shaw, G.B. Good King Charles' Golden Days: Play 1915 -

A play for 6 characters. i

Shaw, G.B.-7 Major Barbara... Play 1912
a .

Ditkens, C. - Nicholas Nickelby. . Novel 1835
Suitt, W. The Tale of Two Cities: Novel 1837

Paris and London. .., .
Shaw, G.B. The Doctors Dilemma: Play 4909 .

the problems of medical practice.

Conclusion

Some pe le object to APL, claiming either that it is "mathematkal" or "inefficient".
APL is rich in symbols, and there are those who seem to have real difficulty in using
symbols as a tool of thought. This appears to.be the reason why one heats, objections
to APL's mathematical content. Such people prefer, to spell out every detail of a process

f
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(as one is obliged to do in a language like FORTRAN), orprefer PLUS to +, becaused-,
they have not yet learned the lesson that Sylvester so eloquently taught a century ago.
It takes time and patience to work with students who have this difficulty, to convince
them with simple and Meaningful ,examples thak,:they can learn to use symbols to add
power to their thinking. This is an old probleW As I pointed out at the APL Users
Conference in 1978, Oughtred faced the same difficulty when he introduced,the symbol
x for multiplication. Students are greatly helped when they manipulate arrays that_are
meaningful to them; a student of language can transpose a multidimensional arrm of
verb endings (where the axes are conjugation, tense, singular-plural, person, and indi-
vidual letters), ,whereas a student of business will gain_ a similar experience from
transposing an array representing financial accounts (where the axes are year, month,
and line-item).

4
The objection'bh ihe-gronnds of supposed "efficiency" is best answered by demonstrat-
ing. that practical results can be obtained far more quickly in APL than by any
alternative. It is important that students have some experience with another language
(priferably FORTRAN or COBOL) because these are still stft commonly used. But,
although some will be compelled by dn employer to work in these languages, there will
be few who will do so by 'choice after they have used APL. Moreover, if machine
efficiency is really the issue, then it is hard to-)see why the programs are not written
in machine language. I included an introductidn to Ass*bler in my course, so that
students would know what this means and would understInd a little better what goes
on inside the machine. But for a Biologist, an Economist, or other scientist or humanist
to be working at any' level other .than APL seems Jo me to be where real inefficiency
of valuable resources is serious.

Quite apart from its obvious utility as an aid in our,solution of practical problems,
APL cn,pn claim a key position in the curriculum of a tiberal Arts College. Benjamin"'
Franklin, among others, said that man is a tool-making animal. The modern computer
is the most pOwefful and universal tool so" far ereated, and as such its sludy has a
special importance. APL is not only the best way to learn about computers, for txample
with APL the student can design and operate a simple computer of his own, but it
is part of the historical tradition and evolution of mathematics and symbolic thinking.
This is what makes APL an exciting subject that should be included whereier the
Liberal Arts are taught and respected.
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TEACHING APL IN AN ACADEMIC ENVIRONMENT

.444, .

IntrOauction .

Gillian Wade
Institute of COmputer Science

University of Guelph
Guelph, Ontario

The unfortunate division between scientists and non-scientists first explored so'+ WNW

perceptively by C.P. Snow in his seminal work The Two Cultujes (in 1959) has not
appreciably narro,wed in the intervening years; rather, the continuing technological
revolution has, if anything, exacerbated this seemingly unbridgeable chasm. The
paradox, of course, is that the mounting wave of technological achievement is largely
due to specialization in universities and industries, research labs and businesses
and, in turn, its maintenance and further development demands an even higher degree
of specialization,. One of the most important and frustrating ga s today is between those
people (and not all of them are scientists, by any means) who f I comfortably at home
with computers and those who don't.

As computers play. an increasingly important role in all our fls (which critics,
unfamiliar with these niachines, darkly hint is an ominous intrus on), it becomes
imperative that we strive to dismantle the barriers that exist and neutralize the groWing
polarization between "them" and "us", and work towards a more widespread
acceptance of the computer as_another powerful and highly useful tool, which should
not be beyond the grasp of any reasonably intelligent person to use. .

Those .-of us who are already_ involved In this exciting and ever-expanding field must
remember, as one of my students pointed out in his feedback comments, tharihere is

-

"life beyond computing", and' it is Up to us, to all of us, to reach out beyOnd our ivory
towers and computing centres and spread' the knowledge and share the experience We
have gained. We have an obligation to our non-computing colleagues to co our best
to dispel the modern myth of the computer as a mysterious and nfinitejy complex
"black box with flashing lights" that can only be used by a hig -trained and
specialized elite. Computers are for everyone to share! Indeed, the rapifi grewth of the
home-based microcomputer industry is hopefully an early clue to the new direction,

' but there 4...sti1l much for us to do.

For many years, coMputer profetsionals have too often,been their own worst enemies
in forgirig the negative image so man), people have of computers, for everything they
did was couched in highly technical jargon and complicated buzz-phrases. Simply to
'use the machines'reqived more /Ilan a passing familiarity with What made 'them run,
and an extensive knowledge of the intricate computerese of COBOL, FORTRAN,
ALGOL and so on... but there is no longer anyi excuse for this situation, for now we
have an ideal langugge for non-compiifer people: APL.
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APL at Guelph

.The joy ot APL is that it allows so many people, with-so many diverse requirements,
to use the resources made available through the computer with a minimum of technical
know-how. The.comparatively easy acceptance of APL is as apparent in the commercial
and industrial world as it' is in the acadethic environment with which I am Most
familiar perhaps even more so, for unfortunately, many computing science piofessors
still seem to regard APL as a rather fun toy but not the first choice as a language
one mita select for any serious work.

One of the most gratifying aspects of my own role at the University of Guelph is the
opportunity I heave to introduce young school-children to the world of computers. Each
year, several special groups, many with children as .young as the age of ten, come to
the Institute of Computer Science for an introductory course in APL. These young
people have no pre-conceived notions or fears of the machine and within hours of their
first acquaiMance with the system they are happily using APL at their terminals with
far greater,ease that? I remember my own generation acquiring the three "R's", which
is a promising indication of future trends.

Older students and I don't just mean those enrolled in university undergraduate
courses are a somewhat different matter, and the manner in which these people
are introduced to computem in general, and APL in particular, is of great importance.

. The wrong approach can even aggravate rather than overcome the latent suspicion and
even dread of computers that, as I have remarked, is still so widespread among those
with little or no computing experience. There are probably as many ways to teach APE
as there are rival theories for the teaching of conventional foreign languages, but I will
'outline here what we are doing with marked success at the University oCcuelph, and
hopefully imu will find at least parts of our approach to"be useful in your own situation
if you are faced with the job of arranging an introductory APL course for students,
employees or clients.

At Guelph, degree courses in computing are'offered by the bepartment of Computing
and Information Science, but des,pite the dramatic growth in the use of time-sharing
on cattpus over the past few years they still have no credit course where students can
learn APL. The procedural -languages have traditionally been ,dominant for it is felt
that they give students a better understanding of the technological sub-structure. Ohe
or two of the introductory lectures, as well as courses offered by the Department of
Mathematics and Statistics, do include a brief discussion of APL. But as one leading
faculty member confessed to me, the primary reason that this situation has not changed
is because of bureaucratic inertia.

However, students in such diverse\ disciplines as Economics, Zoology and Hotel
Administration arg often required to use APL for some of their assignments; in
addition, an increMingly large group among the faculty and administrative staff are
discovering the convenience of APL to help with their research or data processing. To
meet this demand, all formal APL training has become the responsibility of the Institute
of Computer Science, the organization which handles the bulk of computing services
for the tampus.

The institute offers.a reghlar non-credit introductory course in APL, as well as many
,ad-hoc semrnars to inform users of new features, tricks and teChniques, we'ye developed,
new public library Orograms,' and more sophisticated APE topics. Some people, , of
courser have managed to learn APL on their owsn, with just a little help from rnstitute
staff, as a means of solving problems infheir particular discipline, btit the majority
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of our users have at some time taken our introductory thurse. Pd like to outline now ,
how our course is organized, and why we have chosen to do it in this particular

Our APL Teaching Program

Our'first course in APL was offered'in September of 1970, at which time some 30
students were introduced to this v.ersatile language. A decade later, we are teaching
well over 300 people a year, and indications are that demand will continue to be high.
In this ten-year period the course has gone through several changes. We have now
arriv,ed at a format which we feel best suits the needs of our users, though of cnrse
we are constantly refining the content in line with the evolution of the language itself._
Obviously, some of the considerations we have had to bear in mind won't nec9sarily
apply in your case. For example, our courses are taken by an extremely diverse group,
orpeople, including undergraduates, graduate students, fficulty members, researchers,
administrators and technicians. Their computer expertise ranges from none at all to
several years experience with some of the more traditional languages and systems-, A
company organizing an APL course for some of its employees, for instance,. can expect
a more uniform group of students. We are also fortunate in that all the individuals
we teach are highly self-motivated. Some of them merely want to acquire a minimum
amount of computer expertise to apply to their own field of interest, and have chosen:
APL as the most convenient tool, while others are interested in extending their
computer skills and becoming-APL programMers themselves.

It is mcisi important to first analyze your potential audience in order to aChieve the
right level of presentation. It's very easy to oversimplify and spend a disproportionate

. amount of time on what may be a trivial topic; and it's equally easy to take for granted
concepts you have already mastered but which may be more difficult for a novice to
grasp at the first introduction, skimming over points which may deserve more detailed
explanation. Once you have , lpst your students' attention, whether from
oversimplification 'or overcomplexity, it can be hard to regain it. The dividing line is
not at all- clear, nor is it always possible to achieve, but it does make the task e,asti
if some initial assessment of this kind can be made.

Another tfactor that has influenced the presentation of Guelph's APL Course is the
available technical facilities and teaching personnel. Because of physical limitations, and
because .we have found that a smaller group is more rewarding both for.the teaater
and the students, we have an enrollment ceiling in each of our classes. At the mome
this. ceiling is 30 people, which we feel is still too high, but because of resourée

--constraints we are unable to lower it. The ideal arrangement, perhaps, is to have every
student seated at his or herown terminal so that they tan immediately try out each
new concept as it is presented by the instructor. linforlunately, we are far fro?n
achieving this..one-to-one goal, and so we have had to adapt to 'what is available. There
is a CRT in the classroom for the, instructor's,use, and our computing laboratory is
equipped with 26 terminals for everyone to use. In addition, several public terminal
pools and departmtntal machines ensure that no one has difficukv in'getting access
to the computer at tiines of trieir own choosing to try their hand at APL.

,

The demand for places is high, and so,each semester (that is, three times a year), we-

teach at least three separate courses. Indeed, 'last summer, overflow -,registrations
necessitated the scheduling of two additional sessions. The timing is important, since
many of our students need to learn their APL early in the semester in order to apply
it to their other work. So we arrange overlapping rather than consecutive courses, and
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eacl smon is taught by a. different staff memher, none of whom, incidentally, is a
proft ional lecturer.

It was decided early on that uniformity in presentation was important, since we wanted
to ensure that students taking any of the sessions all covered the same material, and
we wanted to make it easy for a student who was unable to attend, day, the second
class of his particular group to sit in on the same lecture with another group at another
tithe without missing anything. Obviously, the personal enthusiasm and knowledge of
the individual instructors will have a decisive influence on- his teaching style and his
audience's appreiation 'of the subject, but by providing a uniform framework for the
coufse we believe we can supply our students with the best instruction while at the
same time making it easier for newcoMers to our APL team to teach ale same course
by giving them the benefit of our cumulative experience. Everyone uses a common set
of notes, slides and assignments, which naturally reduces time spent on class
preparation. Introductory manuals on APL ...and the file subsystem are given .to all
attendees. There is no required textbook, though we are frequently asked if there is
one available. We reCommend "APL: An Interactive Approach" by Gihnan and Rose,
and Paul Berry's "SHARP APL Reference Manual" is also becoming popular.

Originally, three separate mini-courses were offered, but since most -people took all
three anyway, it seemed more sensible to amalgamate them into a single intro- ductory
course. This course is divided into six modules, each three hours long, given twice a
week over a period of three weeks. So students receive a total of 18 hours of formal'
histruction, 12 in the classroom and 6 hotis of supervised practice in the laboratory.
This format is well suited to the needs of our" students, and again, pur experience has
indicated that dividing the material into smaller "chunks" with breathing space for
practice in between makes it easier for them to learn than presenting a concentrated
course jammed into a couple of.days. The threshold of "mental indigestion" is fairly
low, and though crash courses can be effective, we do not feel this approach is
appropriate for our purposes at the introductory level. A/c have recently experimented
with spreading the course over a six-week period, but the consensus is that a seven-day
gap between classes is too long, and the, present scheduling seems to be the most
effective.. -

During the two-hour classroom period the instructor demonstrates each Ooint using a
terminal hooked into TV monitors, and students are encouraged to ask questions and
discuss vious points at any time, Immediately after the lecture there is a one-hour
lab session in.which ,students can take turns at the terminals to get some "hands-on"
experience while the teacher is present to give answers and deal with problems or
misunderstandings. Some simple assignments are given out and the students' are
expected to spend time at the terminal on'their own to try out what has been covered
in class, for only when the theory is put into practice is:it possible to see if the concepts
were understandably pregenteil. Any difficulties or "fuzzy" areas are discusSed at the

_beginning of the next session. Because of the students' differing interests it isn't possible
to tailor assignments speeifically to everyone's needs, and so instead we thonse exercises
and ,examples from the standard textbook's. 81% of the students complete most of the
assignments, and of those unable to do them all, 88% said they were unable to find
the time. This is an Insoluble problem, however, for many were still unable to devote
more ,time even when the course was spread out over six weeks.

The six modules have been constructed to that each builds on the, others, forming a
continuous whole, while at the same time being sufficiently self-contained to allow those
people who do not wish to attend the full course to sit in on just those topics they wish
to cover either to get started or for revision purposes. The first session introduces the
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concept of time-sharing in general and the basic elements of the APL language,
including: monadic and dyadic scalar functions; the concept of scalars, vectors and
matrices; as§ignment; selection using indexing, take and drop; the reduction and scan
operatois; and rhp..

In the second class, students learn workspace tiianagement the more frequently used
system commands, system functions and system variables, and the i-kPLt public library

structure. For 'some, this is.as much as they will need. Some 70% of the students,
however, proceed to the third module which covers more of the language including the
relational and logical primitives, character data, compression and expansion, selection
on matrices, inner and outer products, and a variety of other array manipulations. The
fourth and fifth sessions cover writing; editing and debugging programs, branching,
mixed output, quad ana quote-quad. Students are given a programming assignment
wh4ch is demonstrated in class. The final lecture is devoted to a brief Overview of.the
APL file system.

A recent survey of all the Institute's non-credit courses provided some interesting
statistics about how readily most people accept APL. 94% of those responding who had
taken our APL course stated that their interest in computing had been increased, and.
92% now found it easier to use the computer. Nor were these all novices; about half
had had other exposure to computers. 87% stated that they had been able to apply their
new-found knowledge to-jheir own work. One reseacher lauded APL as giving him
a "quantum leap" in his ability, to analyze his data. s'

A 1o6k at some of the APL projects, now in use. or being developed on campus also
offers an intriguing g 'mpse of the rich variety of applications to which the language
is being put. APL- is Aed for diet analysis, for the simulation of a hoiel's back and
front office operation, tcj teach perspective drawing for landscape architecture, wildlife
management, and to maintain personal bibliographies and collections of references. On
the administrative side, an APL system maintains all the University's complicated
budgeting. A veterinary professor, delighted at the new prospects opened up to him,
bought a terminal and a flat-bed plotter and quickly wrote some simple APL programs
to produce graphs of equine electrocardiograms and other research data of a
sophistication that previously had been almost impossible to achieve:Tor several years,
a group of physicists had been attempting to translate some extremely complex matrix
convolutions for analyzing X-ray spectra into FORTRAN. Within three months of
taking our introductory APL course, they had successfully produced the results they
wanted. True ,.. they spent ten thousand dollars to do it, but they have written,several
major research papers about their findings, a,nd they novi ha,ie a system which; as far
as we are aware,' i the first to apply these APL techniques to atOmic physics.

Conclusion

We. strive constantly to improve our courses to provide the best training we possibly
can, and feedback from our students is important to.us. Each person attending is asked
to complete a course evaluation form, and these are used to define our areas of weakness
and try to improve them. We spend a great deal of time consulting with and giving
advice to our students after they have completed the introductory course to help them
develop their own APL skills. To provide easy access to the coMputer, free account
numbers,with a modest spending ceiling are provided to users who have no other source

' of funding. As an indication 'Of the wide use of APL, these free numbers accounted
for some 30,000 computing dollars in the past fiscal year even at our comparatively
low internal rates.



Where do we go from here? A common problem facing all academic institutions in
the coming years will be tackling an increasing workload with the same number .of
personnel, and with even less in some cases, in the face of cutbacks in educational
spending. In business too, individual productivity will assume ever greater importance
and since this is an area in which APt excels, its use will inevitably continue to grow.
At Guelph, we are planning to upgrade our APL self-teaching courses. so ,that the
computer itself can play a more prominent role in teaching its own use, and we would
like to develop pre-recorded audio-visual presentations, thereby reducing some of the
load on our human resources.

As several of the other papers presented here have, clearly demonstrated, APL offeh
many technical advantages over rival computing systems, but I, hope this account of
our training methods at the University of Guelph has demonstrated yet another virtue
of APL, in that its comparative simplicity and flexibility make it the ideal language
for teaching computing to those people who need it as another tool for use in their.
own particUlar area of interest. And in offering a relatively painless introduction to
the enormods benefits .,,of computer resources to people with little or no previous
experience, it is building a sturdy bridge across that gap whkh divides so many
specialists in both academic and non-academic environments.



APL IN THE CLASSRoOM

E.M. (Ted) Edwards
Simon Fraser University

Burnaby, B.C.

Abstract

The author has used APL as a teaching tool in courses directed at students ranging
from high 'school' to senior year at university. Topics in these courses have included
computer programming, curve fitting, mathematical logic, set theory, predicate calculus,
computer hardware design_and others: APL has been used as a language of discourse,
as a pnsgramming tool for student use, and to produce software for editing lesson
material dnd for presenting examples "on-line" in thp classroom. Examples of lesson
material are included and the reasons for the.success of APL in this environment are
discussed. Some limitation; are also examined and a few possible extensions suggested.

Introduction

The authOr has used APL in the classroom in two distinctly different modes. In thp
first, the objectiVe -has been to teach APL and in the second, to teach some other topic.
In this second case, kplziAsi been used 1,as a language of discourse. That is, hiving
examined various notations used in the Subject field, the anchor felt that APL offered
the students advantages that more than. offset the overhead of learning a neW notation.

Regrettably, many teachers of elementary mathematics courses verlook the power of
array notations to convey functional concepts through the ex mination of patterns
(something the human mind is very.sood at).. This oversight occurs ,since it is generally
believed that arrays and array operations are much more difficult to understand. This
is, in fact, true if one restricts oneself to conventional notation. APL provides a notation
in which the generalization from single element -operations to array operations occur
in a straightforward and comparatively simple fashion. Some examples 'will be given
below. Fortunately, APL has (to a very large extent) the property that "what you don't
know won't hurt you". That is APL may readily be subgetted or., in'other wOrds, the
teaCher need only introduce as much as is needed to Meaningfully discuss the subject
matter at hand. Further, even this subset may be introckiced only as each asppct is
needed. In any course the author has every taken or taught, this has occurrd,anyway
as the instructor found it, convenient to introduce special symbolisms to expedite the
discussion, It is not, then, as drastic a step as it may appear to introduce APL as a
notation. In every class' the author has taught in which APL has beeninvolved, the

. concept of scalar functions,applkd to arrays has been introduced early in the first
lecture without apparent difficulty. (See sample lessons-included in this paper.),

At the present' time, fewii.textbooks are available in which APL has been used as
notation. This can mean a considerable amount of extra work for the instructor as it



must be recognised that the order of topics and their presentation must often be
radically altered. The problem is akin lo that of translating poetry. The idioms
available for expression are different in different languages. it good translation must
present the material in idiomatic'form in the target language. In the context of this
discussion, tliat often means considerable effort rearranging the material for
presentation in API It is the opinion of this author that the investment is often
warranted.

sweat" b

Teaching APoL

Shown belovvis the outline for a three week course in computer programming taught
by the author. This course is offered as iitart of the Simon Fraser University Summer
Computer Institute. It is directed _primarily towards high school students as an
enrichment progiram. Students from. grades eight thfough twelve plus a few of their
teachers have taken the course. The primary objeCtive is to learn to program a contputer
rt AM-, although the concept of the notational use of APL is introduced early add
used throughout. Those students who have some computing background in another
language (usually BASIC) present some of the greatest difficulties in terms of
misconceptions about computing that need to be dynamited. The worst of these are with
regards to modularity and the nature of iteration as distinct from loops used to express
what .are in reality disguised array operations.

Easy as APL 01 .

An Introduction To APL
Course Outline

LESSON 1
Expression§ and results
Some APL primitive functions
Vectors
Names for data objects
Defining your own functions

LESSON 2
Tables and Matrices
More primitive functions
Indexing
Character strings,
Arrays of truth values
Graph plotting as an example of

6

array thinking

LESSON 3 -

Some more primitive functions
./ Aummatic scaling for a graph plotter

Manipulating arrays . .,t ,

LESSON 4
Character strings and their handling

LESSON 5
Vat is inner product?

ts.



LESSON6
Simultaneous equations the easy wail,

LESSON 7
Polynomials and curve tittig

LESSON 8
An example of visualization-of array operations
Projections in N-dimensional spaces

,

The remaining time will be spent assisting students to implement a project of
Atheir own.

The first eight to ten days are spent- g?)ing through the materiqi of the eight lessons.
Mornings are spent in classroom lectures and afternoons are spent gaining "hands-on"
experience. An-MCM APL computer connected to two large screen video monito s is
used to present the material of tilt lessons in class..A set of hard copy notes also
given to ,the students. The technique of, preparation and presentation of thef lesson
material is the,subject of another paper (Edwards I). Students have .accessl to the
university's MT APL system running on an IBM-370/148 and to some MC44 APL
siand-alone systems for their practice sessions. The final week of the course i spent
on individual projects with the instructor and an assistant available to provide help and
to suggest appropriate programming techniques. Portions of lessons I, 5 and 8 are
shown below as an indication of the presentation.

EASY AS APL 01 '(LESSON

otXPRESSIONS AND RESULTS
*e 2+3

5
2+3+45

14
( 2+3 )x (4+5 )

45
BAXIMUM r IS* READ 'MAX' )

2r 3
3

5
7

-3r-1
-1

AS YOU WOUZD EXPECT , ' L ' IS MINIMUM.
2L 3

2

BRIGHT TO LEFT EVALUATION ORDER
2+3x4+5

29
2+5(3+4

9
9+2 ;01-

4.5
41+6+2+1

6

.12
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AVECTORS
2 3 1+3 4 5

5 7 6
2 2 2+3 4 5

5 6 7

V 2+3 4 5 6

5 6 7 8

513 4 5 6 7
5 5 5 6 7

2 3 4x5 6 7
10 18 28

2 3 415 3 2

5 3 4
2 3 415 3 1

2 3 1

311 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 3 3

A'AlIS READ LAMP. THE STATEMENT THAT FOLLOWS IT
AIS FOR ILLUMINATION onLY (I.E. A COMMENT).
ANAMES
DATA*2 3 4 5 6
ANAME: A STRING OF LETTERS OR NUMBERS BEGINNING WITH A
ALETTER. '+' IS READ 'IS' AND AS,SIGNS A VALUE TO A NAME.
DATA

2 "3 4 5 6
2xDATA

4 6 8 10 12

A EASY AS APL 01 (LEssoq 5)
A

A INNER PRODUCT
A

AAN EXAMPLE OF AN INNER PRODUCT EXPRESSION:
2 3 4+x3 2 1 .

AOBSERVE THAT WE OBTAINED A ONE ELEMENT RESULT FROM TWO
*VECTOR ARGUMENTS. YOU SHOULD VERIFY THAT IT PAS IN FACT A
ASCALAR. CONSIDER THE TWO EXPRESSIONS:
2 3 4x3 2 1

6 6 4
+/2 3 4x3 2'1

SP'

46
AFOR VECTORS a AND ca, AND SCALAR DYADIC FUNCTIONS F AND G,
A(aF.Gw)=F/aGw. CURRENT APL'S ALLOW INNER PRODUCTS TO BE
AFORMED FROM PRIMITIVE FUNCTIONS ONLY. INNER PRODUCTS MAY
ABE APPLIED TO HIGHER RANK ARRAYS BY REGARDING THEM AS
AARRAYS OF VECTORS. STUDY THE EXAMPLES BELOW TO bEE HOW
*THIS IS' DONE.

16

A 2

-

5 4 3 1

A 4.0c, 3 5 4 2 2 B
A 5 4 3 1 3

A 5 4 2 2 5

A A
A 1 2 3 1 28 31 2'3 12 19

A,2 3 t 2 28 37 27 17 21 A+.xB
A 3 1 2 3 34 40 28 19 26
A 4 ,

+1 7 3 1 2 x 4 4 3 2



27

1 0
0 1
0 0

A.1.,x- Is 0ORDINARY4 MATRIX MULTIPLICATION

A EASY AS APL 01 (LESSON 0
A

A PROJECTIONS
A

ASAY WE HAVE A VECTOR IN 3-,SPACE
L+1 2 3
AWE #OULD LIKE TO FIND THE PROJECTIOR.OF L ONTO THE X-Y
APLANE I.E. THE PLANE SPANNED BY
M4-1 0 0
N4-0 1 0

AWE COULD PUT THESE T510 VECTORS INTO A MATRIX
w0+02 30M,N

AIM' VECTOR IN THE PLANE SPANNED BY THE COLUMNS OF 0 CAN BE
AOSTAINED BY (0[;1]xP[1])+0[;2]xP[2] I.E. 10+.xp FOR SOME 2
AELEMENT VECTOR P. THUS WE CAN SPEAK OF THE PLANE, O. IF
AL LAY IN THE PLANE 0, THEN WE COULD FIND P*BY SOLVING
AL=O+.xP. SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS AGAIN! 'WELL, LET'S TRY
ASOLVING WITH-03 (OR OA) EVEg IF L ISN'T IN O.
sP+L ODA 0

1 2

AIF WE-ADD 1 OF M AND 2 OF N WE GET:
M+2xN

1 2 0,

AWHICH IS THE DESIRED PROJECTION! BUTITHIS IS JUST:
(0[0.]xP[1])+0[;2]xP[2]

0

1 2 Q

1 2 0

AWHICH IS:
0+,xp

O+.xL ODA 0.

AWOULD IT MATTER IF THE COLUMN VECTORS OF 0 WERE NOT-.OF
AZENGTH 1? LET'S MAKE 0[;1]=2 0 0 AND FIND OUT.

4 .1,



Defined functions are introduced in-lesson 1 and an examp'le is included in wh.h one
function cans another. Outer product is dealt with in lesson 2. Direct definition (Iverson
1) (the alpha/omega notation) is used throughout. 'Del" definition is explained near
the end of the course. As may be seen, array concepts are introduced early and used
throughout. In fact, the students are given no mechanism to create a loop until well
on.

.
Teaching With APL .

.Some texts have been produced in which APL has been use1 as tl language of
discourse. _Excellent examples are Blaauw 1, Iverson 1, 2, Orth 1 nd Spence 1.
Iverson's texts deal with high school algebra and-elementary analysis, Orth's deals with
calculus and Blaauw's and Spence's with electronics. In the.spring semester of 1980,
the author was asked to teach a' course in discrete mathematics. This course has
previously been taught in the cortventional manner and covem the materialSshown in
the outline below but in a different order. The author decided that thii mate "a1 was
a natural place for the use of APL as notation. As no suitable text was availab e, the
author developed a set of notes for the course as a first step to producing such a text.
A sample of some of the material is .shown below.

The usual presentations seem to treat the topics of logic, set theory and relations almoSt
as totally separate topics with a different notation for each. Eventually, students spot
the ronnections between these topics,, but usually not while they are taking the course.
It is this author's opinion that set theory is most readily introduced via the characteristic
yector used to indicate the truth or falsity of the proposition "these elements of the
universe of discourse belong to this set".

Relations may be introduced by generalising the characteristic vector to a characteristic
array with a matrix representing a set or sets. Boolean matrices are a natural way to
deal with cartesian product sets, partitions, and other topics where sets of sets are the
objects of study.

CMPT 205-3 - FALL 1980
Introduction To Formal Topics in Comptiting Science

INSTRUCTOR: E.M. Edwards
C.C. 7318
291-3761

. .

This course introduces some of the theoretical tools and concepts used in
computing science. The purpose- of the course is to provide the student with
some facility at recognizing that some pr01ems may be-modelled in formal
systems, and 'in using such formal systems to advantage in solving problems
and designtg algorithms.

APL is-used as notation for developing concepts and proving theorems as well
as for programming examples of the theory. The material has been arranged
so as to gradually introduce the necessary subset as required. No prior
knowledge of APL is assumed;

The main topics to be covered are:

1. Logical statements, truth values' and truth tables

el 5



/. Logical functions arid identities
3: Introduction to set theory
4. Predicate calculus
5. Relations and graphs .

6. Equivalence relations and partitions
7. Ordering relations and .the basis for sorting
8. Functions.
9. Some aspects of number theory

TEXT:
"Computing Science 205 Notes", E.M. Edwards
"Easy As APL 01", E.M. Edwards

-

CMPT 205 - NOTES 10
A RELATIONS (CONTINUED)
A

AND COVERING
ALET U BE A SET (WITH NO REPEATED ELEMENTS) AND LET S

-

ABE A SET OF SETS REPRESENTED BY A MATRIX, EACH COLUMN

1 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0

o I

AOF WHICH IS A CHARACTERISTIC VECTOR FOR A SUBSET OF U.
*FURTHER , kET S BE SUCH THAT THE UNION OF ALL THE SETS
AIN S IS U. E.G.
U+15
irS+43 50 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1

0 0 1
PC:13/U

1 2
SC:23/U

3

SC:33/U
1 4 5

ATHE UNION OF THE SETS IN S IS GIVEN BY
SC:13vSC:23vSC:33

1 1 1 1 1

*WHICH IS
v/s

1 1 1 1

A/v/S
1

*SUCH A SET OF SETS IS CALLED A COVERING OF U.
*IF, IN ADDITION , ALL THE SETS OF S ARE DISJOINT , S IS
A CALLED A PARTITION OF U. SETS ARE DISJOINT IF THEY
*CONTAIN NO ELEMENTS IN COMMON . I .E THEIR INTERSECTION
AIS EMPTY FROM THE ABOVE IT IS CLEAR THAT IF S 4IS A
*PARTITION OF U, EACH ELEMENT OF U WILL BE IN EXACTLY
AONE OF 'THE SETS OF S . I .E.
p41=+

AIN THIS CASE THIS' FAILS I IS IN TWO OF THE SETS .

+/S
2 1 1 1 1

,



nIF WE MODIFY.S SLIGHTLY, IT BECOMES A PARTITION
S[1:334-0

P

1 0 0_
,1 0*0-
0 1 0

0 0 1 )
0 0 1

A/1=41.9 r

1
AS IS A PARTITION SINCE *11=+/S:` THE ELEMENTS OF A
n PARTITIPN ARS CALLED BLOCKS. S HAS THREE BLOOkS.
*OMER PARTITIONS OF U ARE:POSepLE. E.G.
5 10 - .

1
1
1
1
1

*THE PARTITION CONSISTING OF ONE BLOCK CONTAINING ALL
n THE ELEMENTS OF U.

1 0 o o

o 1 o o o
o o 1 o 0
o o o 1 0
o o o 0 1

RTRE PARTYTION CONSISTING OF ALL SETS WHICH CONTAIN
nEXACTLY ONE ELEMENT OF-U.

-*LET B BE A SUBSET OF U REPRESENTED BY ITS ,

RCHARACTERISTIC VECTOR. THEN B AND ITS COMPLEMENT
*PARTITION U.

'0
ATB.U0 4

1 0 1 0

1 0 1 0 1

.*WE MAY CONVENIENTLY GENERATE THIS PARTITION BY
11134-B.=1 0

ATa SEE her THIS WORKS, CONSIDER TgAT B=1 LEAVES B
RUNCRANGED WHILE B=0 IS THE SAME AS -.B.
*11=.111,

1

ATHUS P IS i PARTITION OF U.

ftLET B AND C BE SUBSETS OF U.
B.Uc3 4
C.Ua 4 5
*THEN THE FOUR SETS

1 0 0 0 0
ITI14-(B)*C

0 1 0 of

A 7



v124-13A7C
O 0 1 0 0

VI34-BAC
0 0 0 1 0

*FORM A PARTITION OF U.
TI4-44 5pI0,I1,12,13

1 0 0 0
o 1 o q
o o I o'
o o o 1
0100

A/1.1./r
1

RAS CAN BE SEEN, I IS A PARTITION OF U. THE SET I IS
nCALLED(THE COMPLETE INTERSECTIONS OR THE MINTERMS
nGENERATED BY B AND C. NOTE THAT THE POSITIONS OF THE
$41-0 SYMBOLS IN THE EXPRESIONS FOR IO, Il, 12 AND 13
nCORRESPOND TO THE O'S IN THE 2 DIGIT BINARY
nREPRESENTATION OF 0, 1, 2 AND 3. WE AY EXTEND THIS -

nTO N SETS AND ELIMINATE EMPTY SETS AS FOLLOWS:
MINTERMS:(viR)1E+wn.=BITS -1+pw

MINTERMS
BITS:(41p2)T 1+0*(43

BITS
nTO SEE THIS, CONSIDER THAT A/ IS THE INTERSECTION OF A
nSET OF SETS AND =1 OR =0 GIVES THE SET OR-ITS
nCOMPLEMENT (AS SHOWN PREVIOUSLY). IF THIS IS,APPLIED
nTO TIUE INNER PRODUCT DIAGRAM, THE RESULT IS CLEAR.
"'REMEMBER THAT (Np2)7-1+12/14. GIVES THE,BINARY NUMBERS
nFROM 0 TO -I+2*N AS ITS COLUMNS.
U+:10
v54.43 10p(Uc1 2 5 6 9),(Uc2 3 4 5 9),1Jc4 5 6 7

1.0 0
1 1 0
0 1.0
0 1 1

1-1 1
1 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 0
1 1 0
0 0 0 r.

vMS+MINTERMS S
O 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0,0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

A/1=1-/MS
1

mS0 MS'IS A PARTITION OF U.
nEMPTY SETS MAY BE ADDED TO OR REMOVED FROM A PARTITION
'WITHOUT AFFECTING ITS BEING. A PARTITION SINCE AN EMPTY
nSET IS DISJOINT FROM EVERY SET AND CONTAINS NO ELEMENTS.



Below is a sample ora proof using APL notation. Since the nbtation s machine
executable, an example is run in parallel with the steps of the proof to provide a partial
check against errors (e.g a wrong sign).

1

1

1

1

1

A THEOREM: (EQUIV R) s (^..11[A;B1) = A/REA;JARCE0
AIN WORDS; LET R BE AN EOUIVALENCE RELATION.
ATHEN A AND B ARE NOT RELATED IFF THE R-RELATIVES
A OF A AND THE R-4LATIVES OF B ARE .DISJOINT.
A+2013+5
APROOF THAT (A/R[AOAR[B0) 5 [ A ; B
(A/RCA;JARCE;]) s 111A;B]nR[B;B] A 17IS TANGS'

R[B;43.1 A REFLEXIVE'

(A/R[AOARD;]) -R[A;13] AA=AA1.

APROOF THAT (R[A;B1) s A/R(ACIAE[E0
.124-A/R[AOAR(B0

p v/B[A;gARCE0 ADE MORGAN

p v/R[A;1ARC;B] A SYMMETRY

(-13) = v/RCA;JAR[;B] A(P=Q) = (-13)=Q

(-13) s KAIB]. ATRANSITIVE

(-1?(A;B]) P A(P50) = (-0)5P

A OED *



Some Extensions to APL

Some of these (or similar) suggestioni have appeared elsewhere. They are included here
since their absedce has beeri particularly noticed in classroom applications..

1. Allow the comment symbol to appear anywhere on a line. The processor would
ignore everything after its first appearance.

").

-

Specification into seltction expressions. An extremely potent feature of APL is the
facility with which selection of sub-arrays may be done. Unfortunately, this aspect
of current implementations is not symmetric with respect to "read" and "write" .
operations. It would be desirable to replace elements of an array with the same
facility that allows them to be tested or examined.

*e.g. - #

AINSERT TWO l'S OS THE DIAGONAL OF A 2x2 MATRIX SITUATED
"Mi./1'11H ITS UPPER LEFT OORNEKAT ME2;33 VITHOUT CHANGING ANY
AOTHER VALUES.

, /4+4 600

I. (1 102 2+1 24.M)4-
M

0 0 0 0 0 0
00 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

AGIVEN E AL LENGTH VECTORS OF ROW AND COLUMN INDICIES, I
RAND J, INSERT VALUES X IN POSITIONS OF M GIVEN BY
AM[I[1];J[1]],M[I[2];J[2]),...
(1 14MCI;J])44

A INSERT l'S IN M[1;2], M[2;4]. /4[3;61, ...
((-1+2xt1+0)4MIE:17t1

:.

3. Extension of operators to defined and composite functions, The principle of
syntactical equivalence (i.e. defined functions and primitive functions are
syntactically equivalent) currently fails for operators since defined or composite
functions may not be indexed nor may they be used as arguments for reduction,
scan and inner and outer product. The major difficulty to be overcome in
proposing this extension is the handling of identities for reduction of empty arrays.

ATHE SYMBOL '-' WILL BE USED IN THE WFINITION FOR A
AFUNCTION INDEX.
AVG:(4./E-Jco)+(p0E-]
vX+3 40112

,

, 1 2 3 4
/

5 6 7 8

.9 10 11 12 4
AVG X

. 2.5 6.5 11.5
AVGC1] X

5 6 7 8 1

,

5 ' )



NIF A RELATION IS REPRESENTED BY A SQUARE BOOLEAN MATRIX,
mR, THE TRANSITIVE CLOSURE, 8, OF R IS GIVEN BY:
.94-v.A/E0/01(3ppR)pR

*MONTHLY IS A DEFINED SCALAR DYADIC FUNCTION WHICH RETURN'S
RTHE MONTHLY PAYMENT REQUIRED TO AMORTISE A $1 LOAN OF
* DURATION co AND WNW. INTEREST FACTOR a. PRODUCE A
* TABLE OF MONTHLY PAYMENTS FOR A $1200 LOAN AT MONTHLY
* INTEREST RATES OF 1, 1.5, AND 2 PERCENT WITH DURATIONS OF
*1, 2, 3, AND 5 YEARS.
TABLE4-.01x1-100x1200x.01 .015 02..MONTHLY 12x1 2 3 5

4. Extended scalar conformability. Scalar dyadic functions should accept argUments
of equal rank provided that, element by. elgvient, either their dimensions are equal
or 'at least one of the pair of values is 1. I1 the event the ranks of the arguments
differ .by 1, the dimension to be coerced is supplied by indexing the function with
the usual default of last dimension. This would permit such operations as:

RADD x5 TO EACH ROW OF A 5x5 MATRIX, X.
X4-X+Ear03:5

* MANY OF THE USES bF THIS EXTENSION iIE IN COINBINATIONS
ROF A REDUCTION AND A SCALAR FUNCTION. E.G.

*SCALE THE ROWS OF A MATRIX SO THAT EACH LIES In THE RANGE
A 0 TO 1.
SP-SX+S+0=84-f /SX4-X-L/X

* FORCE THE MEAN OF EACH COLUMN OF X TO 0 (SEE AVG ABOVE).
X4-X-EnI03AVGEDIO3X

Conclusion

Materials have be n presented from two courses in which APL plays a role, either
as the subject beink taught or as notation to aid in the discussion of another subject.

Many areas of Ma ematics and Physics could benefit from the use of APL as a
teaching notation if we ned and executed teaching materials are made available.
Maximum benefit is gained when the required APL sophistication is developed
gradually along with the subject matter. An APL system should be available -tO students
for examples and problems. Problem sets shoulikmix exercises which require notatio al
arid computational use of APL. The advantages of APL are completely lost if use
not made of array concepts such as outer and inner product, 'reduction) etc. Attempts
to transliterate algorithms from other languages on the grounds that "loops are easier
to understand" completely miss the point.
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THE INDUCTIVE METHOD OF INTRODUCING API,.

Kenneth E. Iverson
I.P. Sharp Associates

Toronto, Ontario

Be.cause APL is a language, there are, in the teaching of it, many analogies with the
teaching of natural ianguages. Because APL is a formal language, there are also many
differences, yet the analogies prove useful in suggesting appropriate objectives and
techniques in teaching APL.

For example, adults learning a language already know a native language, and the
initial objective is to learn to translate a narrow range of thoughts, (concerning
immediate needs such as the ordering of-food). from the native language in which they
are conceived, into the target language being learned. Attention is therefore directed
to imparting effective use of a small number of words and constructs, and not to the
memorization of a large vocabulary. Similarly, a student of APL normally knows the
terminology and procedures of some area of potential application of.computers, and
the inital objective should be to learn enough to translate these procedures into APL.
Obvious as this may seem, introductory courses in APL (and in other programming
languages as well) often lack such a focus, and concentrate instead on exposing the
studer/t to as much of the vocabulary (i.e., the primitive functions) of APL as possible.

This paper treats some of the lessons to be drawn from analogies with the teaching
of nattiral languages (with emphasis on the inductive method of teaching), examines
details of their applicatiOn in the development of a three-day introductory course in
APL, and reports some results of use of the course. Implications for more advanced
courses are also discussed briefly.

1-

1. The Inductive Method

Grammars present general rules, such as for the conjugation of verbs, which the student
learns to apply (by deduction) to particular cases as the need arises. This form of
presentation contrasts sharply with the way the mother tongue is learned from repeated
use of particular instances, and from the more or less conscious formulation (by
induction) of rules which summarize the particular cases.

The inductive method is now widely usea in the teaching of natural languages-. One
of the better-known methods is that pioneered by Berlitz [1] and now known as the
"direct" method. A concise and readable presentation. and analysis of the direct method
may be found in Diller [2].

A class in the purely inductive mode is conducted entirelS, in the target language, with
no use of the student's mother tongue. Expressions are first learned by imitation, and
concepts are imparted by such devices as pointing, pictures, and pantomime; student§'



answer questions, learn to ask questioris, and experiment with their own statements,
all with constant and immediate reaction from the teacher in the form of correction,
drill, and praise, expressed, of course, in the target language.

In the analogous conduct of ari APL courst, each student (or, preferably, each student
pair) is provided with an -A.PL terminal, and with a-series of printed sessions which
give explicit expreisions to be "imitated". by entering them on the terminal, which
suggest ideas for experimentation, and which pose problems for which the student must
formulate and enter appropriate expressions. Part of such a session is shown as an
example in Figure 1.

SESSION 1: NAMES AND EXPRESSIONS

The left side of each page provides examples to be entered on the keyboard, and the
right side provides comments on them. Each expression entered must be followed by
striking the RETURN key to signal the APL system to execute the expression.

48

48

48

AREA4-8x2

VOLUMEA-HEIGHTxAREA

HEIGHTxAREA

VOLUME

3x8x2

The name AREA is assigned`to the result
of the multiplication, that is 16

If no name is assigned tO the result, it
is printed

LENGTH-4-8 7 6 5 Names may be assigned to lists
WID2'R-4-2 3 4 5

LENGTHxWIDTH
16 21 24 25

PERIMETERA-2x(LENGTHtWIDTH)
PERIMETER

20 20 20 20
1.12x1.12x1.12

1.404928
1.12*3

1.404928

Parentheses specify the, order in wHich
parts of an expression are to be
executed'

Decimal numbers may be used

. Yield of 12 percent for 3 years

SAMPLE PORTION OF SESSION

Figure f

Because APL is a formal "imperative" language, the APL system can execute any,
expression entered on the terminal, and therefore provides.mosl of the reaction required
from a teacher. The role of /he instructor is therefore reduced to that of tutor, providing
explicit 12elp' hi the event of severe, difficulties (such as failure of the terminal), and
general discussion as required. As compared to the case of a natural language, the
student is expected, arid is better able, to assess his, own performance.

Applied' to natgral languages, the in-ductive method offers a number of important
advantages:

I. Many dull but essential details (such as pronunciation) required at the outset are
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acquired in the course of doing ore interesting things, and without explicit drill
in them.

2. The fun of constantly looking 'for the patterns or rules into which examples can
be fitted provides a stimulation lacking in the explicit memorization of rules, ahd
the repeated examples provide, as always, the best mnemonic basis for
remembering gerteral rules.

3. The experience of committing error after error, seeing that. they produce no lasting
harm, and seeing them yorrected through conversation, gives the student a
confidence and a willirgness to try that is difficult to impart by more formal
methods.

4. The teacher need not be expert in two languages; but only in the target language.

Analogous advantages are found in the teaching of APL:

I. Details of the terminal keyboard are absorbed gradually while doing interesting
things from the very outset.

Most of the syntactic rules, and the extension of functions to arrays, can bp quickly
gleaned from examples' such as those presented in Figure 1.

3. The student soon sees that ost errors ire harmless, that the nature of_most are
obvious from the simple error rn ssages, an that any adverse effects (such, as an
open quote) are easily rectified 14 sonsultin a manual nr a tutor.

4. ,The tutor need only know APL, and does not need Jo be expert in areas such
as financial management or engineering to which students wish to apply APL,
and need not be experienced in lecturing.

2. The Use Of Reference Material

In the pure use of the inductive method, the use of reference material such as grammars
and dictionaries would be forbidden. Indeed, their use is sometimes discouraged because
the conscious application of grammatical rules and the conscious pronunciation of words
from visualization of their spellings promotes uneven delivery. However, if aVtudent
is to become independent and capable 9j- further 'study on his own,o he must be
introduced to appropriate reference material.

Effective use of reference material requires some practice, and the student should
therefore be introduced to it early. Moreoveg he should not be confined to a single
reference; at the outset, a comprehensive dictionary is too awkward and confusing, but
a concise dictionary will soon be found to be too limited.

In the analogous case of AvIoL, the role of both grammar and dictionary is played by
'the reference manual. A concise manual liriiited!to the core language (3) should be
supplemented by a more conprehensive manual (such as Berry [4)) which covers all
aspects of the particular system in use. Moreover, the student should be led immediately
to locate the two or three Oin summary tables in the manual, and shoulcil-e-predded
into constant use of the manual.by explicit questions (such as "what is the name of
the function denoted by the comma"), and by glimpses of interesting functions.

A
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.3. Order Of Presentation

Because the student is .constantly striving to impose a structure upon the examples
1\p-resented to him, the order of presentation of concepts is crucial, and must be carefully
pl a nned. For example, use of the present tense should be well established before other
tenses and moods are-introduced. The care taken with the order of presentation should,
however, be unobtrusive, and the student may become aware of it only after gaining
experience beyond the course, if at all.

4,

We'will address two particular difficulties with, the order of presentation, and exemplify
their solutions in the context of APL. The first is that certain expressions are too
complex to be treated properly in detail at the point-where they are first useful. These
can be handled as "useful expressions" and will be discussed in,a 'separate section.

The, second difficulty is that.certain important notions are rendered complex by the
, many guises in which they appear. The general approach to such problems is to present
. the essential notion early, and return to it again and again at intervals to reinforce

it and to add the treatment of further aspects.
1

For exa ' le, because students often find difficulty with the notion of literals (i.e.,

.characte rrays), its treatment in APL is often deferred, even though this deferral also,
makes it necessary ,to defer important practical notions such as the production of
reports. In the present approach, the essential notion is introduced early, in the manner
shown in Figure 2. Literals' are then returned io in several contexts: in the,
representation of-function de1Iaitions, in discussion of literal digits and the functions
( and i) which are usprio transforin between them and numbers in the production
of reports; and, in thei use with indexing to produce barcharts.

Function definition 'i.- another important idea whose treatment is often deferred because
of its seeming complexity. However, this complexity inheres not in the notion itself,
but in the mechanics of the general del form of, definition usually employed. This
complexity includes a new mode of keyboard entry with its own set of error messages,
a set or rules for function headers, confusion due to side-effects resulting from failure
to localize names used or to definitions which print results but have no explicit results,
and the matter of suspended functions.

I
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What sense can you make of the following sentences:

JANET4-5

MARY4-8

MARY( JANET

LJANET

MARY >JANET

MARY =JANET

SESSION 4: LITERALS

Janet received .5 letters today

The maximum received by one of them

The minimum

Mary received more than Janet

They did not iective an eilual number

JANET has 5 letters and MARY has 8

JANET has 3 letters and MARY has 4

' JANET ' has 3 letters and 'MARY has 4.

The last sentence above uses quotation marks in the usual way to make a literal
reference to the (letters in the) name itself as opposed to what it denotes. The second
points up the.potential ambiguity which is resolved by quote marks.

3

LIST4-214
p LIST

WORD4-' LIST'
pWORD

SENTENCE4-ILIST THE NET GAINS'

INTRODUCTION OF LITERAL,5

Figure 2

All of this is avoided by representing each function definition by a character vector in
the direct form of definition [5 61. For example, a student first uses the function
ROUND provided in a workspace, then shows its definition, and then defines, an
equivalent function called R as follows:

ROUND 24.18 31.15 28.59
25 31 29

SHOW IROUNDI.,

ROUND:L.5+W

DEFINE IR:L.5+W'

R 24.78 31.15

25 31



The function DEFINE compiles the definition provided by ,its argument into an
appropriate del form, localizes any names which appear to the left of assignment arrows
in the definition, provides a "trap" or "lock" appropriate to the particular APL system
so that the function defined behaves like a primitive and cannot be suspended, and
appends the original argument in a comment line for use by the function SHOW.

This approach makes it possible to introduce simple function definition very early and
to use it in a variety of interesting contexts before introducing conditional and recursive
definitions (also in the direct form), and the more difficult del form.

4. Teaching Reading

It is usually much easier to read and comprehend a sentence than it is to write a
sentence expressing the same thought. Inductive teaching makes much use of such
reading, and the student is encouraged to scan an entire passage, using pictures, context,
and other clues, to grasp the overall theme before invoking the use of a dictionary to
clarify details.

Because the entry of an APL expression on a terminal immediately yields the overall

result for examination by the student, this approach is particularly effective in teaching
APL. For example, if the student's workspace has a table of rilffnes of countries, and
a table of oil imports by year by country by month, then the sequence:,

N4-25

B4-4-/[1]+/[3] 0/L

COUNTRIES,'.[P[1+Bo.(1/B)x(N).:N]

produces the following result, which has the obvious interpretation as a barchart of
oil imports:

ARABIA 000000a=MOIDO
NIGERIA 000000000000000000

4-1NADA 001000000D:000
DONES/A000000000

IRAN 0[000000
LIBYA 00000000
ALGERIA 00000020
OTHER ,00300000000M10000030000

Moreover, because the simple syntax makes-it easy to determine the exact sequence
in which the parts of the sentence are executed, a detailed understanding of the
expression can be gained by executing it piece-by-piece, as illustrated in Figure 3.
Finally, such critical reading, of an expression can lead the student to formulate his
own definition of a useful related function as follows:

DEFINE 1

BARCHART:'.01q1+wo.Wia)+a)xf/w]
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5. Useful Expressions

As remarked in Section 3, some expressions are too useful and important to be deferred
to the point that would be dictated by the complexity of their structure. In APL such
expressions can be handled by introducing them as 'defined functions whose use may
be grasped immediately, but whose internal definition may be left for later study.

For example, riles can be introduced in terms of the functions GET, TO, RANGE, and
REMOVE, illustrated in Figure 4. These can be grasped and used effectively by the
student at an earlier, stage and with much greater ease than can the underlyirrg
language elements from which they must-the constructed in most APL systems.

A further example is provided by the function needed to compile, display, and edit the
character vectors used in direct definition of functions. For example, an editing function
which deletes each position indicated by a slash, and inserts ahead of the position of
the first comma any text which follows it (in the manner provided for del editing in
many APL systems) is illustrated in Figure 5.

25
The width of the barchart

Numbers from 0 to 1 in 25 equal ,steps
(display if dqired)

The largest value to be charted
Numbers from 0 to the largest value to be
charted

Comparison of each value of B with
each value in the range to be charted

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 it 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.
1 1 1 1 st 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0". 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

3 21+1+S Examine a piece of 1+S
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22 Q22221
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22 2 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

DETAILED EXECUTION OF AN EXPRESSION

Figure 3
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If the first dimension or an array (list, table, or list of tables) has the value N, (for
example, 1-tpOIL is 7), then it may be distributed to N items of a file by a single
operation. For example:

OIL TO 'IMPORTS 72 73 74 75 76. 77 78'

,*12se the function GET to retrieve individual items from the IMPORTS file to verify the
effeh of the preceding expression.

COUNTRIES TO 'IMPORTS 11 Non-numeric data may be entered

The functions RANGE and REMOVE are useful in managing files:

RANGE 'IMPORTS' Gives range.of indices
1 72 73 74 75 76 .77 78'

REMOVE 'IMPORTS 73 75 77' Removes odd years

RANGE 'IMPORTS'
1 72 74 76 78

FUNCTIONS FOR USING FILES

Figure 4

Deferral of the internal details of the definition of these essential functions ean, in fact,
be turned to achantage, because they provide interestthg exercises in reading (using the
techniques of Section 4) the definitions of functions whose purposes are already clear
from repeated use. For example, critical reading of the following definition of the
function EDIT is very helpful in grasping the important idea of recursive definitiom

EDIT:EDIT(A DELETE-

DELETE:((pfL)PP=a)/w

Analysis of the cOmplete set of functions provided for the compilation from direct
definition form also provides an interesting exercise in reading, but one which would
not be completed, or perhaps even' attempted, until after completion of an introductory
course. Extensive leads to other interesting reading, of both workspaces and published
material, should be given the student to encourage further growth after the conclusion
of formal course work.


